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UNDER GROUND

groom.
"Wedding
Mendelssohn's
March" was played at the conclusion
of the rites. After the reception. that
followed, .supper was served, and Mr.
and Mrs. Thompson left for a trip to
Include points of interest in southern Failure ot New Orleans Grain
,
California.
For her marriage the bride wore a
Commission Firm.
toilette of white silk chiffon, cut en
tralne, over white taffeta, and carried
a bouquet of white carnations. A long
tulle veil fell to the foot of the skirt. MEETING OF METHODIST BISHOPS
The maid ot honor. Miss Strong, was
in white organdy, over pink, and carThe two little Colorado Predicted to 60 Either Way
ried pink carnations.
ribbon girls, who were In white, were
Hazel Strong, cousin of the bride, and
by the Chairmen.
Irma Bryant, daughter ef Mr. and Mrs.
B. C. Bryant.
Mrs. Bryant is teacher
of the well known
O. C." girls Of
FATAL FALL IN COAL SHAFT.
the First Methodist Episcopal Sunday
school, of which organization the bride
Is a member. The groom, who is a X
New Orleans, Nov. 1. Presi-member of the1 companion class, "We
dent E. J. O'Dendhal, of O'Dend-Boys," was attended by Rufus Fallls as
hal Commission company, limit-best man. Los Angeles Times, Octoed, one of the largest grain ex-ber 29.
porting firms In the United States
X has Issued the following circular
Fatalities at Football Game.
X to the grain trade:
Chicago, Nov, 1. First half: Michi
X
"We regret very much to have
gan, 6; Wisconsin, 0.
you that our firm Is
X
During the intense excitement at X to advise liquidation
and will not
into
forced
tendant upon the Michigan Wiscon X be able to pay its liabilities. You
sin football game today a stand fell, X will spare us the necessity of
hurling several hundred persons to the X making
further explanations as
ground. No one was killed outright. X they
painful.
are
but several were Injured. The serious- X "Our business has been very
ly injured:
F. F. Cross, Chicago; Mr.
profitable and large, but the profRay, Palmer house, Chicago; Harry X
have been diverted Into other
s'
its
Britain.
X channels not through and fault of
Charles Chadwick, the commission X the writer."
Today's circular follows a wlde-X
man, left for the south last night.
ly circulated report of alleged for-gerles on the part of a prominent
ENDS HIS LIFE.
X officer of the firm, amounting to
X between $150,000 and $175,000. No
X warrant has been Issued for the
official alleged to be
A Jewish Bookkeeper of El Paso, X arrest of the
X responsible for the failure of the
X firm and he is reported to have
Commits Suicide.
X left the city.

PROFITS DIVERTED

Arbitrators Look at Inside Work-

,

:

ings ot Mines.
GEN.

DEWET

SAILS

FOR AFRICA

But Very Few Negro Voters Registered
in the South.
THE PACE AGAINST TIME.

X
X
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X
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X
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X
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Scranton, Pa., Nov. 1. The ar- bltratlon commission which has
been making a tour ot observa- tlon ot the Lackawanna Valley
during the last two days left here
on a special train over the Del a- ware & Hudson railroad at 8
o'clock this morning for Wilkes- faarre.
The commissioners will
spend the entire day visiting
mines and mining towns in the
Wyoming Valley.
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Arbitration Commission Finding1 Out
How Coal Miners Live.
Wilkesbarre, Pa., Nov. 1.- - The mem'
bers of the commission arrived here
from Scranton at 9:30 o'clock this
morning. The commissioners were escorted into the Prospect mine of Lehigh Valley Coal company, where the
morning wsa spent examining the
works. This afternoon the party will
be taken on a special trolley car to the
mining towns of Ashley and Sugar
Notch for a view of the mine workers
houses.' On their return to Wilkesbarre the commissioners will go to Plymouth on the west bank of the Susque
hanna river, one of the largest mining
towns In Luzerne county. , After a tour
of the place the commissioners will return to Scranton. 'Chairman Gray, ot
the commission, said today that no
time had been fixed for the starting
of the hearings, nor has any place been
definitely selected for holding them,

X
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BULLET INTO

HIS HEART.

Tired of life, A. Kaplan, aged forty-fiv- e
years, of 403 Montana etreeL died
by his own hand tills morning after
a residence In El Paso of twenty years,
during which time he had the entire
confidence of the people.
Financial
entanglements were the cause of the
rash act, although he said nothing to
Gone to Africa.
London, Nvo. 1. DeWet started anyone before firing the bullet that
from London today for South Africa sent him to eternity, and left no note
He was heartily cheered by those who or communication of any kind to ex
plain the cause of the deed.
had gathered to see him off.
Died in His Own Bedroom.
The deed was committed at 6:40 this
ALL DOUBT REMOVED.
morning in the bed room of the de
Democrats Feel Sure of Carrying the ceased and he lived about half an hour
after firing the fatal shot. He sent
State of Virginia.
Richmond, Va., Nov. 1. Advices re- a bullet through h'.s heart from a re
ceived by State Democratic Chairman volver and pulled the trigger in the
Ellison from all parts of the state are presence of his wife and little boy.
They gave the alarm. Rabbi Zielon- to the effect that only about 15 per
cent of the negro voters have regis ka, A. Solomon, Dr. Gallagher and Dr.
tered under the new constitution. Thial Wright were- notified and hurried to
coincides wnn me ngures received the scene. All got there before he
died, but too late to do any good, as
through other sources.
the shot was well aimed and life wag
To Pace Against Time.
fast ebbing away, in fact the pulse had
Memphis, Tenn., Nov. 1. Dan Patch to be felt to tell that there was even
and Prince Alert will again pace the slightest semblance of life.
against time at the Memphis trotting
As soon as the life of the man had
:&8Sociatlon
track this afternoon. passed, the body was prepared for burCresceus will leave tonight for Atlanta ial and arrangements made to ship It
to race against Bobby Walthour, the bi back to the former home of the wlfe
cyclist, November 6.
In San Francisco.
Accounts Were Short.
THOMPSON-STRONAlthough he left nothing behind to
say why he committed the rash act
Mis Nellie Strong, an Albuqierque it was
done because of a shortage of
Young Lady, Married in
the deceased at the firm of Ballinger
Los Angeles.
ft Longwell, where he was the book
The marriage of Miss Nellie Garfield keeper. This matter was generally
Strong and Frank Theodore Thompson
known and was such a shock to the
was solemnized last evening at the friends of
the deceased, who had the
home of the bride's parents, No. 3020 utmost confidence In him, that It preyavenue,
W.
A.
Rev.
South Grand
ed on his mine and he decided that
of Long Beacn, who is an old
death was preferable to the disgrace
time friend and former pastor, per He had been with his employers for
forming the service.
the past three years and they trusted
The bride is the daughter of Mr. and him implicitly
and was as greatly
Mrs. O. W. Strong, whose home is in
at the defalcation.
anybody
as
shocked
Albuquerque, N. M., where the gentle They
had never pressed the matter.
man is one of the leading business men however,
in the courts, but were giv
of the city. Mr. Thompson is from San ing him a chance to replace theamount
Bernardino, where he will take his
and he had already returned some of
bride to reside, and where they will be It. The rest he Is said to have given
20.
at home after November
notes for and as far as they are con
Last evening's ceremony, which was cerned the matter had been practically
relawitnessed by about seventy-fivsettled, but the disgrace of the thing
tives and frlenda, was daintily appoint was what he could not stand and he
eu, the decorations, which were unus took his life to end the misery. It is
ually pretty, having been arranged un- also known that he had just been In
der the direction of Miss Strong, the dicted by the grand Jury El Paso
bride's sister and maid of honor. A Herald.
profusion of smilax was used with oc
casional touches of pink and white, and
Tomorrow's Meeting.
rope portieres of smilax, draped back
The meeting tomorrow afternoon at
pink
a
revealed
window,
from the bay
Odd Fellows hall on South Second
and white nook, where the marriage street at 3:30 o'clock promises to be
took place. Miss Chaflln rendered the the largest gathering of trades people
bridal chorus from "Lohengrin," as the ever gathered together In meeting in
bridal train entered the second parlor the southwest. An unusual amount of
and two llttle: ribbon girls advancing interest Is being taken in the organl-ratio- n
outlined a Shining white aisle for the
of a trades assembly in this
Stride. They Were-- followed by the city.
man,
groom and his best
and the
Max SehuU is in the city representbridesmaid, walking alone, preceded
the bride, escorted by her father, who ing Albert Schutz & Co., brokerage and
cave her into the keeping of the commission merchants ot El Paso.
e

BISHOPS

IN

CONFERENCE.

Important

Meeting of Heads of the
Methodist Church.
Wilmington, Del., Nov. 1. Bishops
of the Methodist Episcopal church
have begun here the regular fall meeting to last until Monday. All are In attendance, except Bishops Bowman and
Foster, retired; Bishop Warne, who Is
In India, and Bishop Hurst, who has
not been in good health for some time.
In the last six months the active bishops have been holding conferences,
dedicating churches, helping ralso
church debts, attending conventions,
preaching special sermons and otherwise performing the duties devolving
upon them as general superintendents
in the denomination.
One of the Important matters to be
decided at this meeting Is the plan of
Episcopal visitation for the coming
winter and spring. They will also consider matters pertaining to the general
missionary and educational interests,
of the church, In order to be prepared
for three Important meetings which
will be held as follows; General committee of church extension, Philadelphia, November 5; general committer
of freedmen's aid and southern education, Troy, N. V., November 10 and 11;
gtneral mislonary committee Trinity
church, Albany, November 12 to 18.

--

-
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COLORADO

POLITICS.

Both Parties Predict Sweeping Major-ItieIn the Centennial State.
Denver, Nov. 1. Chairman Fairley
of the republican Btate central committee, makes the following forecast:
"Respecting the republican campaign in this state, I feel we are Just
closing a very satisfactory one. Never
in the history of any party have meetings been better attended, or more en
I confidently predict the
thusiastic.
election of the entire republican ticket
We will come down to Arapahoe coun
ty with a plurality for our ticket of
from 8,000 to 10,000."
Chairman Smith, of the democratic
committee, eays:
"Colorado will give 15,000 to 18,000
for Stlmson over Peabody. Some plur
allty will be given for Adams for con
gressman at large. Shafroth, In the
first congressional district, will have
8,000 majority, and In the second Bell
The demo
will have 9,0u0 majority.
crats will elect fourteen out of eight-pestate senators and have seventeen
out of eighteen holdovers. They wil!
members of
elect fifty out of sixty-fivthe bouse."
e

near Watts siding. Conductor Charles

Goff and Brakeman J. C. Congdon were

killed. Brakeman M. Ryan was cut
about the head but not seriously. No
passengers Injured.

DOWN COAL SHAFT.
Five Men Fell, and All Will Die Except
One.
Newton, Iowa, Nov. 1 Five men fell
fifty feet down a coal Bhaft here today
the cable breaking. The men were
brought up unconscious and but one
Andrew Fleming, has regained consciousness. Hugh Smith cannot recover and John Snook. Eugene Walsh and
John Walsh may die. All have families
..

Masonic.
A special communication of Temple
lodge, No. 6, A. F. ft A. M., is hereby
called for 1:3d p. tn. sharp tomorrow

afternoon for the purpose of attending
the funeral of the late Brother Gil
bert. By order of W. M. Robt. Abra
hams, secretary.
-

ROUSING

RALLY.

LAST NIGHT'S

its

TOT

6RAND JURY.

STUDENTS ARRESTED.
X
X
X
X
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RALLY.
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In the court house tn Old Albuquer
que last night the republicans of Old
Albuquerque held a rousing meeting.
The court room was crowded with en
thusiastic voters. Each speaker wai
greeted with a spirited applause.
Hon. F. A. Hubbell with a brief address, opened the meeting. Special attention was called to the necessity of
getting out at the polls on Tuesday.
Attention was also called to the favorable republican situation In the county.
Nestor Montoyn then delivered an
Interesting and eloquent address In
Spanish on the important Issues ot
the day.
Hon. Jerry Leahy., s-- "Raton, ' was
then Introduced and spoke on the territorial and local Issues, Mr. Leahy
Is one of the most prominent republi
cans of northern New Mexico and his
address was received with great enthusiasm
The republicans all' along the river
valley are holding intensely enthusiastic meetings, which speak favorably
tor the coming election.
A party of territorial and local politicians left last night for San Mareial
where a big rally will be held tonight.

X

Chicago, Nov. 1. When the al- leged bribery cases In connection
with the Masonic Temple tax con- spiracy were called today before
Judge Chetlain on a motion for a
new trial, Captain Edward Will- lams was not in court and his
whereabouts was unknown. His
bonds, amounting to $12,600 were
declared forfeited and three fugl- tlve warrants were issued for his
arrest. W. S. Forrest, attorney
for Williams, announced In court
that he had withdrawn from the
case and would have nothing
more to do with It. A motion for
a new trial for Luke Wheeler was
continued for a week.

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
MINE CAVED IN.

X
Manassas, Not. 1. The presl- X They Celebrate
Hallowe'en In Riotous X dent and party arrived tier at
X
Fashion.
X 4:30 this morning. The forenoon
X
Toronto, Nov. 1. Students of differ- X was spent in hunting wild turkey.
X ent colleges spent Hallowe'en In riotX After the morning's hunt, the
X ous
fashion. After leaving the thea- X party assembled about noon at the
X
marched
they
forces
and
ters
Joined
X Henry house, which is in the Very
X through
the main ' streets, throwing X center of operations ot the first
X stones
at street cars. They tore down X battle of Bull Run. There lunch- X eigns,
broke plate glaBS windows,
X thereby causing heavy damage to some X eon was served. During the afterX noon the president Will drive over
X
of the big stores. Early today mount- X the battlefield. At 5:30 this after- X

ed police charged them with the result X noon the president and party on
a number of students received se- X their special train will go to
that
X
rious injuries. Six of them were ar- X Brandy,' Vs., fbrfy-hin- e
'. miles
X
rested.
X south of Manassas,
where they
X
X
There will be a meeting ot the jour- X will be guests until Monday mornX neymen carpenters at Odd Fellows' X ing of relatives ot Surgeon Oen-A All mem- X eral Rixey.
hall tomorrow afternoon.
present.
bers are requested to be
X

H. Hauser, representing B. Lantry &
Sons, the big railroad construction
contracting firm of Los Angeles, is in
the city. Mr. Hauser came up from
Belen last night and has just returned
from a three days journey in Abo can
yon and along the proposed line of the
Santa Fe short cut, in company with
Chief Field Engineer F. M. Jones.
Mr. Hauser was Been by a Citizen
reporter this morning and talked free
ly on the prospective building of the
proposed new road.
"I drove over Abo pass with Mr.
Jones," said Mr. Hauser, "to Inspect
some rock deposits along the line of
the survey. I found the rock in ques
tlon a very fine even lime stone suit
able for building purposes and will re
port the same as such. I did not go
over the pass with a view to bidding
on the buildlne of the road, but. of
course, as that is tir business, I could
not help but observe the surroundings
A
and study building possibilities.
maximum grade of C per cent has been
found by the engineers and with the
exceptions of a few places the con
struction will be easy. It U not possible that the road will be built in less
than a year. I noted one rock cut that
will require a year s work to reduce it
suitable for a mad bed. And then
again it will be Impossible to secure
before a year's time the bridge Iron
that will be reauired."
Mr. Hauser says that the road will
be built. He will leave this evening
for his headquarters at Los Angeles

Two hoboes were caught breaking
into a bonded car on first section of
Mr. McCloekey Dead.
train 83 at Shawnee yesterday. They
N. Mctloskey, wife of
Mrs.
Emma
were brought to this city last night and
died this morning at
are confined in the county jail awaiting F. N. McCIoskey, family
residence, 317
developments. The charge is a serl 9 o'clock at the
Atlantic avenue alter long suffering
oug one.
from dropsy. The deceased was 36
years old and mother ot two cnuaren
Rear End Collision.
St. Paul, Nov. 1. This morning the The body will be shipped to the famsecond section of No. 3 passenger train ily's former home at Altoona, Pa., for
on the Northern Pacific, weBt bound interment. A son and daughter will ac
ran Into the rear of an extra freight company It,

X
X
X
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X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
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TRUST CA?V
f.ie Yaklnn'oVrrmony Vvil1ie
BEEF

-

Re--

sumed on November 7.
Kansas City. Nov7T-Th- e
takinr of
testimony in the Beet traitresses now
pending in the state sunrime court will
be resumed November.?. The state has
finished its side and the packers will
now put on witnesses for the defense.
AN ENJOYABLE TOUR.
I. H. Klnley.
special ' commissioner.
who is taking the testimony, has not
decided where the first testimony will
r
-- The
American.
nd National be takenr Witnesses will be examined
league base ball teams arrived In AlIn Kansas City, St. Louis and Bt. Jobuquerque In a private car at 10:45
seph and it will depend somewhat on .
Twenty-twnight.
last
players, acwishes of the lawyers which city
companied by their wlvea and a few the
;.
by their children, made a party of thlr, will be visited first . .
PEACE AND AN NEST Y.
As the hour was lata they did not
linger long, but the greater part of the General Botha Makes an Appeal In
Be
party went to the Highland hotel and
half of the Boers, '.
turned in, tired and fatigued from the
London. Nov.. 1. The Contemporary
strenuous life of ball playing and sight Review has published an
article by
seeing.
General Botha in which the writer InManager Joe Cantillon was not so sists upon
loyalty of the Doer leadeager to close his eyes In peaceful ers to Greatthe
He expresses re- Britain.
slumber, but with P. F. McCanna, sec- gret that the language of some of
their
retary of the recent fair, all the differ- continental appeals
been misinter
ent phases ot ball playing were cover- preted when scannedhasmicroscopically
ed.
In England, and reiterates his fervent
."Wee Willie" Keeler and Charlie desire
to
with
Dexter remained at the Alvarado, government in smoothing the British
the effects
where a sociable conference was held of the war.
with a few of their old friends.
General Botha says it is humiliating;
The players are in pink of condition to have to appeal
td ' foreigners for
and are all in readiness to play a good funds to aid his countrymen,
and that
game here this afternoon.
he believes that if Englishmen realised
300
presAbout
base ball fans were
the pitiable
vanent at the game Thursday In Las Ve- quished foescondition of their
there would be no need
gas. The score was 10 to 8 In favor to
'
make appeals for help.
of the Nationals.
In conclusion the writer urges a gen
"The grounds at Santa Fe were in
amnesty, which he says would repcor condition yesterday," said Bern-har- eral
move the most potent causes of the esthe famous Cleveland pitcher, trangements
between Britons and
this morning as he lounged in a chair Boers.
t
at the Highland, "and It was difficult tc.
play a good game, although the score
Oak Barber Parlors.
was 8 to 4, which' was better than the
W. H. Hahn ft
to
day before." Mercer and Tanuehlll William F. Switzer
Co. the Oak bar
The weather was ber parlors located on
did the pitching
Railroad ave
fine and a fair crowd witnessed the nue.
Mr.' Switzer, who
becomes a
game. The Nationals won.
member of the firm, has for eteht years
"'1 here is a great difference between
managed the business .And 'presided
I'liiying ball tn this country and the over
the front chair, and it is through
east," said Bernhard. "The balls trav his efforts and
strict attention to busiel twice as fast and the atmosphere la ness that the shop has become
popular
so light that it keeps one guessing."
and
successful.
reMr.
will
Swttser
The lest of tlve ball players, like tire from the
chair 4b po last
Bernhard, were taking things easy, chair, where hisfront
many old 'customers
lounging around in chairs, some read- will find
him, always ready, with a
ing and others writing, whlllng away sharp razor
necessary inand
the hours until they appeared upon the struments to do other
up patrons In fine
diamond.
style.
Among the ball players who arriv
acfollowing
were
cd last night the
Message from the King.''
companied by their wives: Messrs
New York, Nov. 1. Oliver As Borth-wicChesbro. Beckley. Ritchey, Kahoe
a special messenger from King
Crawford, Coughlin, Jones and Cross Edward VII, being documents -- of im'I ho trip has been a great treat for the
portance Bent either to . President
ludks. and Indian curios are bought Roosevelt or to the British embassy
la large quantities.
at Washington, has- - arrived here. To
There exists a rivalry between the the customs officials be was obliged to,
two teams which Is certain to make disclose his identity.
only
the game Interesting. The Nationals that his mission was Hebetated
one of Importare three games to the good and there ance and produced a parchment
which:
U some anxiety about where the prize In language savoring
past, proof
the
going
Is
when
of a thousand dollars
claimed blm the king's messenger or
they reach San Francisco.
courier and stated that be must not be
The pitchers scheduled for the af- detained when in the land ot a friendly
ternoon are hard to hit. Joss, of the power.
Cleveland American league team, al
though a young ball payer, has a won
Criminal Operation,
dtrful record, and has as few off days
Denver, Nov. 1. At 3 o'clock thl
at, any ot them. Chesbro, who has sign afternoon the conorer's jury returned
ed with the New York American club a verdict that Sarah Vance died from
for next season, Is a veteran in the the effects of a criminal operation,'
business.
charging Dr. George Elliott with th
Joe Cantillon la umpiring the game crime. Dr, Elliott was taken Into cushich was called at 3 o'clock p. m.
tody.
,'

-

WANT

A RAISE.

.

Southern Pacific Trainmen Will Submit 8chedule of Wages.
Oakland, Cal., Nov. 1. Within the
next few days the orders of railway
conductors, trainmen and switchmen
will submit a schedule of wages to the
Southern Pacific company. The schedule has been in readiness to submit
for the past six months, but the unions awaited an opportune time before making their demands. The requests of the men are very much the
same bs those submitted by the engineers, firemen, telegraphers and others.
An increase of 15 to 20 per cent is asked, together with a uniform rate of
THE CUT-OF- F.
wages on all the divisions of the At- lantic & Pacific systems. According
to the laws of the organization the
Trip Over and Through Abo Pass by company is given thirty days to make
an answer.
H. Hauser.
BEFORE THE GRAND JURY.
ROUTE,

X
X
X
X

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.

JHE BALL STARS.
Number of Miners at Butte, Montana,
Make a Narrow Escape, .
Butte, Mont., Nov. 1. A cave In at
Helnze's Rarus mine Is the most serious in the hUtory of Butte mines, They Arrived Last Night and Are PlayTen miners had narrow escapes. Massing This Afternoon.
es of rock still continue to fall. The
weight of the ground proved too great
f
for the timbers.

t

HIS OPINION REGARDING

OLDCANOP
R::s:;:!t

The Republicans Held Big Meeting X

at Court House.

will say:

SENSATION

"A report which could not be verified
was in circulation today that Morgan's
visit to both Chicago and Cleveland
was In connection with the proposed
Leader in Famous Temple Tax combination of all the soft coal inter President
ests of the country. For the past two
years there has been a gradual mergFields of
Crc:t Wit.
Bail.
Case Jumped His
ing of various soft coal producing concern! until the business. It Is said, la
practically In the hands of comparaCASE
TESTIMONY IOEEF
SERIOUS MINE ACCIDENT AT BUTTE tively few Individuals.
"It la said that constant efforts have
been quietly made recently to unite the
Appeals 18 Erl!:! laC;
Southern Pacific Trainmen Want In- soft coal producers In Indiana and Illinois and tt U pointed out that as Mor;
gan Is largely Interested In the moveof His Ccsatrjnisa. V
crease In Wages,
ment hit visit to Chicago, as well as
to Cleveland bad something to do with,
his project."
CLOSE OF TKE CAL?A;:3.
COMMISSIONERS
BEFORE

A

Police Commissioners of St. Louis to
Answer Certain Charges,
St. Louis, Nov. 1. The police commissioners of St. Lquls were summoned today to appear before the grand
jury which la Investigating charges of
fraudulent registration In connection
with the coming election. It Is the
purpose, bo it is stated, to secure an
explanation of what Instructions have
been given to the police with reference to the enforcement of the law oii
election day. 'Mayor Wells,
member of the police board; Harry B.
llawes, president, and other members
appeared and were in the grand jury
room a short time. What transpired
there is not definitely known.
Driving Out Cholera.
Washington. Nov. 1. In a cable received today Governor Taft states that
the cholera has practically disappeared
from the island of Luzon and that in
Manila there have been only an average of two cases a day during the last
ten years. In all twenty provinces are
now practically free from the cholera.
Only five provinces are now seriously
affected, the provinces of Hollo, Occidental Negros, Capiz, Samar and
Mis-ami-

The eri'antase of mortality which
in the ln'gluning reached 90 per cent,
has been greatly reduced and Is now
generally below 50 per cent.
COAL MAGNATES.
J. Pierpont Morgan and Senator Hanna
Hold Conference in Cleveland.
Cleveland, Ohio,. Nov. 1. J. Pierpont
Morgan and party arrived here today

from Chicago and were driven to the
rebidenee of Ralph W. Hickox. Later
Senator Hanna visited the Hickox residence and held a long conference with
Morgan and his associates. Mr, Hanna
declined to discuss his Interview with
Morgan. He added, however, that the
latter was simply in the west on a
railroad Inspection tour. Concerning
Morgan's visit to Chicago and Cleveland, the Evening Plain Dealer today

all-sta-
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success, combine to render a complete
and sweeping republican victory next
Tuesday almost as certain this even
ing as though the polls had closed and
tho ballots had been counted.
And New Mexico will not march st
tho tall end of th9 victorious l roces-sion- .
Our advices from all sections of
the territory show that B. 3. Roicy
will be reelected to congress by the
largest majority ever given a candl
date for delegate in New Mexico, and
the next legislature will be almost sol
idly republican In both branches.
The republicans have made the fight
on principle, and they have gained
ground every day since the contest
commenced. Thsy have had to meet
a good deal of demagoguery and a veiy
large amount of mud slinging, but they
have met and exposed all tricks and
repelled all assailants in a clean and
dignified manner, which has met the
approval of the Judgment of the peo
ple, and are now closing In a most satisfactory manner one of the ablest and
most successful campaigns they have
ever made In the territory.
A correspondent at Las Vegas In
sists that Mr. Fergusson is in favor of
that town for the military post. This

THM hsULT CiTlZKN will bs deifverad
oy
M tW low rats of osnU par !b false. In his speech here Mr. Ferwww
or zs n ww
gusson said that he was for Albuquer
ars leas
sM sjMssifciy T- as rates paper
any etaer daily
la ia que for the military post He was
tamm
merely talking for votes at Las Ve
-rrgas.
jb tka

-

m

uu

REPUBL1CAN TICKET

PROFESaturlAL

at-

tended by Messrs. Rodey and Martin
at the towns of Lincoln, Nogal, Alamo-gordoSanta Rosa, Puerto de Luna and
Clayton during the week.
The chances for republican success
For the Face and Hands
throughout the section which Messrs,
Rodey and Martin traveled have greatThe Beet Toilet Cream
ly increased and are becoming better
right along and In fact indicate a great
republican victory.
The Rodey meeting at I.as Vegar,
was a big affair and one that will make
Opposite ALVARACO HOTEL votes for the entire republ'ran ticket
H. BRIOQ5 & CO . TroprUtors.
from Rodey to th3 county surveyor.

:--:

As a political leader "Col." Wm. ,M.
Berger, of 8anta Fe, is a signal failure.
He has lost out on everything that he
has undertaken during the past four
years. He is a hoodoo, and has been
kicked clear out of the republican
party In Santa Fe county.

This is the banner republican year
In this territory. In this county there
is less opposition than at any previous

election. Mr. Fergusson will not get
800 votes In this county. There will
be about 4,800 votes cast In the county
next Tuesday.

MINING

ENGINEER.

Mlntnr and metallurgical' engineer. UN
M.
a. juque rqtie,endN. miM!
RDeclnltlea Rhmih.
plans and reduction works; mines end
mining Investments; seennu lior.J mlnlnf
machinery; custom assaying and analysis.

The Store the People Talk About

WVet Gold avenue,

Dr. Conner.
... . rr 0.111'.
6t Oftteopnthy, Klrkviile,' Mo. Lung
r4

,

Cosmopolitan

Mail

Papr

OSTEOPATHY.

Pnf .rn

,a k

Orders

Patterns
"trou- -

Promptly

tilled

None Higher

Office.

220 WS'

23;

girl

A

t--

Room

17,

Homeopathlo

Physician,
Whiting Block.

ARTHUR MACOMBER, M. D. . .
Whiting Building.
Night Calls.
DR. E. N. WILSON,
Physician and Surgeon, Rooms
Grant Building, Albuquerque.
Office
Hours 1 to 3 p.m. Colorado 'phone 129.
10-1- 8

11.

Grant Block.

Hours

9

to

10

VtNU.

LEON B. STERN, Proprietor

Rooms
a. m. and 3 to

10 and
5 p. m.

OUR PERFORMANCES SQUARE WITH OUR PROMISES IN SHORT OUR WORD IS OUR BOND. WHAT
WE OFFER, THAT WE GIVE; THE STATEMENTS MADE HERE WILL BE VERIFIED AT THE STORE.
EVERYTHING LISTED IS JUST AS DESCRIBED NO DECEPTION PERMITTED AT THE "LION STORE"
UNDER ANY CONSIDERATION.

YOU GET GOODS OF QUALITY.
WHEN YOU BUY HERE WE'VE A REPUTATION FOR THAT "BETTER KIND" OF DRESS GOODS.
OTHER STORES CHEAPEN THE QUALITY OF THEIR GOODS TO GET PRICES DOWN WE FORCE
EM DOWN ON SUPERIOR QUALITIES.
THERE ISN'T A CONCERN IN ALBUQUERQUE THAT CAN
COMPETE WITH US WE CARE NOT WHOM YOU NAME.

SALE OF

MONDAY SPECIALS SALE OF

Dress
Goods..

Silks and
Velvets

FROM 9 to 10 A. M.
60c STRIPED PRUNELLA WAIST-INGsatin finish In
pink, blue,

S

royal, cardinal, old rose and reseda
for one hour only
t.er yard

"2C

46
$1.25 GRANITE CLOTH
Inches wide warranted pure
wool and dust proof In black
mode, grey, brown, garnet, myrtle, reseda and navy
Monday per yard

FROM 10 to

75

11

A. M.

$1.25 SILK AND WOOL WAISTINGS

Just 5 pieces of same this season's
most correct styles beautiful colorings and designs not a yard worth
loss than $1.26 for one
hour Monday per yard.
OOC

38 Inches wide
sponged and shrunk In black
or colors
Monday per yard

75c CHEVIOT

39

Inches wide strictly puro
satin finish in black or
colors suitable for tailor cos
tumes Monday
per yard

C5c ALL WOOL ALBATROSS 36
inches wide in all the wanted
shades, including black
for one hour Monday per yd...

54

33

98C

$1.75 BLACK PEAU DE SOIE
a soft, extra fine, rich finished
silk 21
wide with
inches
white selvedge a limited quan
tity only Monday
per yard

98C

$1.50 BLACK ALL SILK TAF-

FETA

27 Inches
wide extra
weight rich and lustrous and a grade that is sold
everywhere at $1.50 every Inch
guaranteed
to wear Monday
only and no longer
per yard

good

$1.50 FRENCH BROADCLOTH
wool

MUSICIANS.

-

ON THE SQUARE.....

FROM 2 to 3 P. M.

DR. I. 8AYLIN,
Office

1902

CARDS

Whltinv hmiriinir r.inma 21 and
Automatic teleohone. 16.
DENTISTS
Edmund J. Alger, O. D. 8.
306 Railroad nvonnn nfflcs hours.
8:30 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.: 1:30 p. m. to
This siirtisturs In on every bo of the genuine 5:00 p. m. Telephone 462. AppointLaxative Bromo'Quinine tsmou ments made by mall.
the remedy that rnrn n mid In one Oay
LAWYERS
body'of
fou n d.
.' ernard 0. Rodey
ATTORI.ilT-AT-f.M
w
Mystery That Calls for an Investiga- U. Prompt attention rivenAlhuntierau.
to all business
pertaining to the profession. Will praction by El Paso Authorities.
tice In all courts of the territory and beMiss Kate Graham, 17 years of age, fore
the United States land office.
was found dead on the banks of the
Ira M. Bond
Rio Grande Just above the Blsbee at 3 ATTORN
42 F street. N.
o'clock this afternoon, says the El Paso W.t Washington, r. C.W. Pensions,
lands.
patents, copyrights, cavlats, letters patNews.
ent,
trade
claims.
marks,
Miss Graham and her mother room
at 312 Texas Btreet. The daughter left
William D. Lee
Oiftee. room I
there yesterday afternoon about 2 N.ATTORNEY-AT-i-AT. ArmlJo bulkllna.
III Dractlca Ix
o'clock, leaving no word as to where all tue courts of the territory.
she was going. Her mother returned
R. W. L). Bryan
about 5 o'clock, but knew nothing as ATTORN
Albuaueraue. N.
to why nor where tho daughter ha;l M. Office, First National Hank buihilnr
gone. She spoke yesterday morriTng
frank W. Clancy
about having to go to I.as Cruces to atATTORNE Y- rooms 1 and 1
tend court. No one accompanied her N. T. ArmlJo building, Albuquerque, N.-twhen she left the rooming hou3e.
E. W. Dobson
ATTORNEY-AT-LAThe body was found by Deputy SherOfflc. fom
block,
Albuquerque.
well
N. to.
iff Rynerson, who telephoned to tho
city. He could not at once decide
John H. Stlngle,
Cromwell block
whether this was a case of suicide or ATTORNE
Albuquerque,
N. M.
on
the
murder. There were bruises
body.
PHYSICIAN
Miss Graham had lived In El Paso
.
age.
J. E. Brons&ii
2
years
of
was
since she
Jumped on a Ten Penny Nail.
The little daughter of J. N. Powell
jumped on an Inverted rake made of
ten penny nails, and thrust one nail entirely through her foot and a second
one half way through. Chamberlain's
Pain Balm was promptly applied and
five minutes later the pain had disappeared and no more suffering was experienced. In three days the child was
weatlng her shoe as usual and with
absolutely no discomfort. Mr. Powell is
a well known merchant of Forkland,
Va, Pain Balm Is an antiseptic and
heals such injuries without maturation
the time required by
and in
the usual treatment. For sale by all
druggists.

1

.88c I

KATHERINE HEIMBECK,
in Singing and Physical
FROM 3 to 4 P. M.
Culture.
MISS ELIZABETH NAYLOR, Mus. B.,
For Delegate to Congress
50
FF.ENCH
SERGE
$1.::
$1.25 SILK VELVET in black
Teacher of Pianoforte and Har75c ALL WOOL PANAMA CLOTH
BERNARD 8. RODKY,
inches wide made of finest
and
almost any other shade-beauti- fully
mony.
Studio, Commercial club.
52 inches wide
of Bernalillo Gouty.
strictly pure wool
The free lunch that will be served
wool beautifully
finished In
Everything the republican party has
not
be
will
tonight
Zelger
finished 20 inches
Cafe
In
fine,
at
black
and
colors
the
years
soft
finish
royal
the
nothcardinal
in
black,
and
six
In
the
last
Trunks, valises, naud bags, suit
any in town. A cordial In
War Territorial Council. Counties ot undertaken
for one hour only
Mon- Monday
wide
ing
prettier
In this territory, has been equalled by
or
,
nation,
McKlnley
cases,
telescopes, largest variety In
BeTBainia and
vitation Is extended to all to enjoy it.
per yard
w
only per yard
day per yard
a success. Are the voters of a repubo
city to select from. Golden Rulo Dry
THOliAS HUGHES.
lic In the habit of turning down and JEMEZ 4. SULPHrt HOT SPRINGS Goc"' ;om?any.
STAGE LINE.
o
Territorial Council, Bernalillo punishing the elements and means of
Any man who doesn't take advantCarries the U. S. man; only line with
snccersT
County
a change of stock en route; good rigs, age of our great shirt sale by laying In
BU8INESS LOCALS.
GEORGE F. ALBRIGHT.
and drivers; leaves Alhuquer-qu- e a supply for the next twelve months,
That dispatch from San Marclal war. horses
SatThursday
every
Tuesday,
and
Several people have assured urday at 5 a. m. For particulars ad- ought not to wear any. The Lion
Representative, Counties of Ber
Demlng has just been Incorporated.
Doming has a magniflceni school
The Citizen that Mr. Fergusson was dress W. L. Trimble . Co.. agents, Al Store.
nalillo and McKlnley
system.
correctly quoted In the dispatch. The buquerque, or J. B. BLOCK, proprie
ALEX. BOWIE.
Demlng, the railroad center ot New
Penlnsu.A? ba'.i heatei'3 burn less
gentleman talks too much on both tor, Jemez.
WITH AMPLE MEANS
fuel, give more heat and ventilate your Mexico.
Tor Representatives. BernalUlo Coun sides of various questions.
AND UNSUR PASSED FACILITIES
gateway
Demlng.
to
best
the
the
and
ty
Mrs. H. E. Suerman, dressmaker
rooms. Whitney Company.
art of Old Mexico.
217 South Second
NESTOR MONTOYA,
THE BANK OF COMMERCE
If the people of Gallup give a demo- ladies' tailor, No.
OF ALBUQUERQUh,
N. M.
Window shades in all colors and
8A.NDQVAU
Boys'
M.
street.
a
big
shoes
CELSO
assortment
at
'7 v
rblths at Albert Faber's. 396 Railroad
cratic majority, it will be notification
MandeL's.
Deming! Don't overlook It it you
li, h ronnhi'fan members Of the leg
Subscribe for the Cltlzcu
o
EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
Tor County Commissioners'
ire looking for a calo and paying In
want tne
not
Gallup
does
i&lature
that
5171.)
(Homestead
Entry
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
restment
Second District IGNACIO GUTIER-5062.)
No.
hospital.
Entry
(Homestead
miners'
territorial
Notice for Publication.
Demlng, the scat ot the n.w county
REZ.
CAPITAL, $100,000.00.
Tor Publication.
Notice
Department of the Interior, Land Of of Luna.
Third District A. ILARSCIL
Of
al
Land
Department of the Interior,
Demirg is tne great mining venter
New Mexico's coal production
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 23, 1902.
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 11. 1902.
ready exceeds its gold and silver outNotice is hereby given that the fol- of the southweLU
For Sheriff
M. S. OTERO, President.
per
lii
Demlng
50
increased
fol
cent
has
equal
the
given
will
hereby
It
Is
that
years
Notice
hence
put and ten
lowing named settler has filed notice
TUOS. 8. HUBBELL.
V.
years.
W.
S.
STRICKLER,
P., and Cashier, W. J. JOHNSON, Asst Cashier
In
population
four
lowing-namefiled
notice
minerals
has
settler
of his Intention to make final proof in
the production of all other
GEO. ARNOT.
Investments In Demln-- j lots will
WM. MclNTOSH
SOLOMON LUNA
For Assessor
of his intention to make final proof in support of his claim, and that said
combined.
and treble In one year.
A. M. BLACKWELL
W. A. MAXWELL
J. C. BALDRIDGE
support of his claim, and that said proof will be made before the Probate double
J. M. SANDOVAL
Kleinwort's is the place to get your
If Gallup goes democratic next Tues Droof will be made before Probate Clerk of Bernalillo County at Albu- nice fresh steak. All kinds of nice
DEPOSITORY FOR ATCHISON, TOPEKA &. SANTA FE RAILWAY
For Collector and Treasurer
day the bright opportunity of that Clerk of Bernalillo County at Albu querque, N. M., on December 3d, 1902, meat.
FRANK A. HUBBELL,
miners'
17,
Demlng has cow a large Ice plant
querque. New Mexico, on November
town to secure the territorial
viz.: Jose Sandoval, for the S1 SWU,
hospital will go glimmering.
1002, viz.: John II. Smith, for the EVs rcc. 10, N'i NW'i. sec. 15, T. 8 N., aud electric liglit system under conFor School Superintendent
tract
of NV!4 and E,i of SWVi of Sec. 25, R. 0 E.
ESLAVIO VIGIL.
In Demlng tho aemand for rectal
The people of this city generally get T. 9 N., R. 2 E.
following
names
witnesses
He
the
".
Is five times in excess of the
i:
together on questions affecting the He names the following witnesses to prove his continuous residence upon houses
For Probate Judge
supply.
BACA.
public welfare. Vote for Rodey.
prove his continuous residence upon and cultivation of said land, viz.:
MANUEL
to
Demlng has an abundance of water
i .
TIIIKD STREET
and cultivation of said land, viz.:
Filomeno Mora, of Escobosa, N. M.; for irrigating vineyards, orchards, or
and
For Probate Clerk
statehood,
Vote for Rodey and
Joseph Farr, of Albuquerque, N. M.; Perfilio Sandoval, of Escobosa, N. M.; gardens.
buy lots and build In Deming. Your
JAMES A. SUMMERS.
you will add another star to adorn the Clarence A. Hudson, of Albuquerque, Feupe Tapla, of Escobosa, N. M.;
returns will be 20 per cent. 00
rental
flag.
y Turrleta. of
M.;
N.
Chavez
American
Manuel
Sandoval, of Escobosa, N. M. the Investment.
For County Surveyor
BingAlbuquerque, N. M.; James R.
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
In Demlng good safe loans can b
DON i. RANKIN.
had at better ratea than In the old ea
The Best Remedy for Diarrhoea. , ham, of Albuquerque, N. M.
All kinds
(Homestead Entry No. 4460.)
MANUEL R. OTEllO, Register.
taldlshed towns.
For River Commlusloners
"Some years ago, while at Martins-burgMeats:
ot
Notice for Publication.
Demlng otters the same opportuniEPIMENIO TAFOYA,
W. V I was taken with cholera
Publication.
Notice
for
Department
now
most
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Of
the
of
Interior,
Land
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that
the
APOLONIO GUTIERREZ.
morbus, which was followed by diarfEA!H SAUSAGE FACTORY.
(Small Holding Claim No. 1763.)
flee at Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 21. 1902. cities In the wat offered several yean
CERONIMO PACHECO.
rhoea. The doctor's medicine d'd me Department of the Interior, United
ago.
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hereby
given
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Notice
that
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RAFAEL CHAVES.
no good. I was advised to
Demlng neeas ono hundred new
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M., lowing named settler has filed notice
EDWARD ELLSWORTH.
tle of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
houses to supply the demand, and
24,
1902.
Sept.
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proof
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final
intention
to
make
hMIL KLEINWORT.
needs them now. This demand con
and Diarrhoea Remedy, which 1 did,
Notice is hereby given that the fol support of liis claim, and that said tinuos
to grow.
well. G. A.
ytUL DONE BUT THE SHOUTING. and It cured me sound and Sold
X. THIRD PTIIFKT
BCILU1NG.
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Demlng ships over 100,003 bead of
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Embreeville, Pa.
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This evening closes the last week of Morris,
druggists.
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support of his claim under sections 16 querque, N. M.. on December 2, 1!hp2, greatest breeding region in the southCha campaign. There will .be a little
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fej.de door work tomorrow, and a few
and 17 of the act of March 3, 1891 (26 viz: Manuel Baca y Lopez, for the west aud cattle men all know this.
RODEY'8 CAMPAIGN TOUR.
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors. No.
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fHE ALBUQUERQUE DAILY CITIZEN SATURDAY NOVEMBER
NEW

Best for medicinal usos
Tour phjstetan irtlt tell yon that yon should slwya hare some good whisker In the
bourn For aocldents, fainting spells, exhsuition, and other emergency use. It relleres
nd revtres. But you must hare good whiskey, pure whiskey, for poor whiskey, adulterated
whiskey, may do decided harm. HAYNER WHISKEY Is lust what you need for It roes
direct from our own distillery to you, with all Its original strength, richness and fluTor,
carrying UNITED STATES REGISTERED DISTILLER'S GUARANTEE of PURITY and AGE and sarins the dealers' enormous profits. We bare orer a quarter of
million satisfied customers, exclusively family trade, who know It Is best for medicinal
purposes and prefer It for other uses. That's why YOU should try it. Your money back U
you an not satisfied.

YORK
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Next
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A. BR1TANA

LETTER.

General : Merchandise

of

Tuesday-C- ost

Fancy Groceries
Prov'sions

Living Constantly Increasing.
AUTOMOBILES

INTERESTED

IN

RACE.

New York, Nevember 1. Next Tuesday votes will be cast and New Yorkers, and the entire country, for all
are interested In the result of New
know wether the
York elections,
Empire State is to drift into socialism,
Satis Daaltrt' Profits ! PrivinU Adultirttlon I
as the republicans claim, or bo gobbled
up by trusts, as the democrats retort.
The election Is now near enough for
the usual biased predictions of victory,
and the registration lias furnished
the prophets a basis for their several
SEVEN-YEAR-OLD
RYE
claims. The partisan indications are
not very clear, as the decrease is alKjut
the same in democratic and republican
strongholds.
Where the democrats
find most hope is In the heavy falling
off of the registration tip the State, In
the sections which the republicans
We will send you POTTR FULL QUART BOTTLES of HAYNER'S
count upon rolling up pluralities to
RYE for U.00, and we will pay the express charges. Try it and
if youdon't find it all right and as good as you ever used or can buy from
overcome the usual democratic vote
anybody else at any price, send it back at our expense and your $4.00 will be
In New York City.
returned to you by next mail. Just think that offer orer. How could it be
you
cent.
a
us
are
let
Better
not
out
fairer? If you are not perfectly satisfied
The managers of Bird S. Coler's
send you a trial order. If you don't want four quarts yourself, get a friend to
loin you. Shipment made in a plain sealed case with no marks to show what's
campaign do not like the Idea which
inside.
the republicans, even at this late day
If you can use BO Onarts) or can get some ofyour frienns to Join yon,
we will send you
Ouart for lO.OO by relht Prepaid, thus
are industriouly spreading through the
saving you H.oo. We have been in business over M yeara and have a
paid-uState that he Is a "muzzled" candidate.
capital of 1500,000.00 so you run no risk.
As a matter of tact Mr. Coler has pre
Write our nearest office and do It NOW.
sented some very Important financial
THE HAYNER DISTILLING COMPANY
arguments In the speeches which he
DAYTON, OHIO
ST. PAUL, INN
ST. LOUIS, MO.
has made, and no one la better pre
pared to discuss the money question
Established 16M.
46
Distmxbt, trot, O.
than he, occupying as he does an office
in one cf the largest banking establishments in Wall street.
tinuance.
The newspaper had been
BIG MONEY IN ONIONS.
Anent the very patent end not alprinted principally at the expense of together plca8ureable fact that the
Santa Fe Valley Farmers Should Pay the Cherokee government, which own- cost of living In New York, as elseMore Attention to Onion Raising.
ed its own plant and office bu'.lding. where, has steadily increased during
Prof. C. J. Crandall, the superintend- The circulation of it3 last Issue was the past two years, much complaint Is
ent of the government Indian school les than 200. The editor was a full being made about the habit of both
near Santa Fe, informs the New Mexi- blood Cherokee. Witn the death of large and small tradesmen raising
can that during the season Just closed the Advocate the Cherokee language prices on the slightest pretext. The
11,01)0 pounds of onions of a first class will soon be forgotten, as it is not cause for
the increase Is often removquality were raised by pupils of the taught In the public schools of that ed, but the prices of the edible contins
school npon a plat of ground
tribe.
ue high. For instance, the tomato
of an acre In extent. This
crop a year ago was poor, and prices
pounds
A Liberal Offer.
would be at the rate of 14,600
of the canned article were Increased.
The undersigned will give a free This summer the crop was exceptionto the acre and at the price at which
onions sell in Santa Fe, the product of sample of Chamberlain's Stomach and ally good, but the housewife is still
an acre cultivated in onions would re- Liver Tablets to any, one wanting a re- compelled to pay famine prices for the
turn the very neat sum of $916.50 per liable remedy for disorders of the sto- tomatoes. In nearly every article of
annum. The cost of preparation, seed- mach, biliousness or constipation. This food it is the same story.
Another
ing and cultivating the onion crop on Is a new remedy and a good one. All factor In the Increased cost of living
speaking
comparatively
druggists.
an acre Is
Notwithhere Is the higher rents.
o
small. This is a practical Illustration
standing the immense amount of buildNORTH HOMESTAKE MINE.
of what can be done in the Santa Fe
ing, the demand for hbuses and desiravalley In raising cereals and vegeta
on This Property at White Oaks ble apartments Is exceptionally great
Work
gardeners
bles and Santa Fe truck
and rents are up in proportion. Many
Will Be Actively Commenced
should heed this. Professor Crandall
economies must be practiced this winat Once.
says that he has plenty of onions to
Louis G. Brockway and John Q. Fos- ter, if the people of limited means are
spring
and
during
winter
the
him
last
In the North to get along with any degree of prosand until the new crop comes in next ter, heavy stockholders
arrived at perity.
mine,
have
Homestake
year, although there are on an average
In Lynn
It Is plain to be seen that the time
about 400 pereons who are daily fur-- White Oaks frorn their home
is not far distant when Brooklyn will
"government
board
the
with
at
nished
contain more inhabitants than Manlne mienuon i e company to ues
Indian school.
active worn at once. i uere is ncu hattan. The latter Is more and more
If you desire a gooa complexion use ore at the bottom of the old shaft, becoming the 'workshop of the city.
Mokl Tea, a purt, nerD drink. It acts which is 1,070 fet deep and a new shaft People will do business in Manhattan,
on the liver and makes the skin smooth has been started in ore from the sur- but have their homes in Brooklyn,
and clear. Cures sick headache. 25c face. By connecting the new shaft Bronx, Staten Island, Queens and the
nd 50c. Money refunded If It does not with the old one, the old works will be suburbs of New Jersey. The latter will
atlsfy you. Write to W. K. Hooker & supplied with good air.
probably enjoy an immense expansion
2o.. Buffalo, N. Y., for free samples. J
as a result of the Pennsylvania tunnel
1. O'RleUy & Co., and B. H. Brlgga t.
A Violent Attack of Croup Cured.
scheme. At the present rate of proCo.
"Last winter an infant child of mine gress the next federal census will show
o
had croup In a violent form," says El- New York to be a city of considerably
Alabama Synod.
he
Sheffield, Oct.
Alabama der John W. Rogers, a Christian Evan- more than 4,000.000 inhabitants.
synod meeting, which will be in ses- gelist, of Fllley, Mo. "I gave her a few
Lieutenant Governor Woodruff is resion here until next Tuesday, has at- doses of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy sponsible for the only bon mot of the
tracted Presbyterians from all parts of and In a short time all danger was past campaign, and it is a bright one.
the state. This evening the opening and the child recovered." This remedy Claiming that democrats all over the
sermon will be preached, followed by not only cures croup.but when given 83 state are deserting the candidate and
the roll call and the election of mod- soon as the first symptoms appear, will platform, Mr. Woodruff says: "At the
erator. The regular business of the prevent tne attack. It contains no present rate of desertion Mr. Coler
meeting, including the discussion of c pium or other harmful substance and will have good grounds after election
board reports and the consideration of May be given as confidently to a baby to commence suit for abandonment
the church work in all its branches, as to an adult. For sale by all druggists. against the democratic party."
will be begun tomorrow and concluded
New York is dally becoming more
OFFICIAL MATTERS.
Monday.
famous for the opportunities opened to
Money for School Fund Probate Clerk young people and old ones, too to
A Policeman's Testimony.
Appointed Certificate Filed.
perfect themselves in certain trades
J. N. Patterson, night policeman of
Land Commissioner A. A. Keen has and professions. A new trade school
Nashua, la., writes, "Last winter I had
a bad cold on my lungs and tried nt turned Into the territorial treasury the for girls is to be opened in a few days
of $7,629.75 which will be placed here under the direction of Prof. Mary
least half a dozen adveitised cough sum
medicines and had treatment from to the credit of the school fund. The Woolman, of Columbia university. Free
two physicians without getting any money has been received from leases instruction in sewing, drawing, busifor school lands for the com- ness forms, etc., will be given.
benefit. A friend recommended Foley's granted
Although no leader of Tammany ball
Honey and Tar and two thirds of a bpt-tl- ing year.
ever got out in such a sensational way
cured me. I consider it the greatest
Probate Clerk Appointed.
as did Lewis Nixon, who said that he
cough and lung medicine in the world."
Governor Otero has appointed Fredhad to quit to save his self respect,
Alvarado Pharmacy.
erick W. Myers, of Gallup, clerk of Tammany
has Just honored him, as it
o
probate
record
court
and
the
New Mexico Goats Win.
has other leaders of the past, by hangvacounty
McK'.nley
fill
er
to
the
for
Mrs. M. Armour, of Kingston, N. M.,
cancy caused by the resignation of I), ing his portrait larger than life, in a
took two prizis for Angora goats in C. RusseW.
conspicuous place in the wigwam in
the National Live Stock Show in KanWest Fourteenth street. The portrait
sas City last week. L C. Taylor, of
is attracting considerable
attention
Certificate Filed.
Lake Valley. X. M., took one first prize
Certificate of articles of incorpora- and in s;ite of his retirement, Mr.
and made the rerord sale of the show, tion have been filed with the territor- Nixon seems to be not displeased at
selling the
buck Aztec to ial secretary by the Modoc Gold Min- the compliment thus paid him.
A. Kcmble, of Muscatine, Iowa, for ing company, incorporated under the
Another holiday will soon be added
11,400.
laws of Texas with headquarters at to the long list observed here. SunHouston. Taos is named as the princl. day, November 9, "German Day," will
A Startling Surprise.
be celebrated for the first time, when
Very few could believe In looking at pal place of business In New Mexico f
C. B. Berry, of Tres Piedras, is the the I niti'd German societies of New
and
A. T. Hoadley, a healthy, robust blackYork comprising more than loo Geragent.
smith of Tilden, Ind., that for ten years
man organizations, will be represented
ho suffered such tortures from RheuAsleep Amid Flames.
in Madison Square Garden by 3o,0uu
matism as few could endure and live.
Breaking into a blazing home, some members of the allied bodies. The day
But a wonderful change followed his firemen lately dragged the sleeping in- will be celebrated In memory of
the
taking Electric Bitters. 'Two bottles mates from diPth. Fancied security,
German pioneers and of what huj been
wholly cured me," he writes, "and I and death near. It's that way when you
contributed by
to
have not felt a twinge in over a year." neglect coughs and colds. Don't do It. the progress of the United States.
They regulate the Kidneys, purify the Dr. King's New Discovery for ConNew York city is a winner in a very
blood and cure Rheumatism, Neural- sumption
gives perfect protection important litigation involving millions
improve
digestion
Nervousness,
gia.
against all Throat. Chest and Lung of dollars of dock property, the title
and give perfect heaun. Try them. Troubles. Keep it near, and avoid suf- to which Is traced back to the Dongan
Only 50c at all drug stores.
fering, death and doctor's bills. A
charter of 1S6, which granted to the
o
stops a late cough, persistent city all of the land between high and
Indian Paper Suspended.
and most stubborn. Harmless and low water mark. Justice Sleekier has
The Cherokee Advocate, the only use
to satisfy Just made two decisions upholding
newspaper ever printed for the Indians nice tasting, its guaranteed
the
Price 5uc and $1.00. city's right to water front property
by all druggists.
suspended
language,
has
in the Indian
that was once under water. The first
publication. It had been printed at Trial bottles free.
was one denying the application of the
Tahlequah, Indian Territory, in the
by
sixty
little
drill
See the beautiful
Cherokee strip, for the past fifty years girls in white in the carnival at Co- Knickerbocker Ice company for an Inand prior to that time It was published lombo hall Monday and Tuesday junction to restrain the city from connecting a bulkhead on water land that
Echota, Georgia, where It was nights. Tickets, 25c, 35c and 50c.
. at New
the railway company claims at the
established in 1830. Lack of funds
North River between Forty-seconThe Citizen wants are the best.
and patronage is the cause of discon- and
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Girls who work nro particularly susceptible to femalo ills, especially when obliged to stand on their
feet from inornins until night.
Day in and day out, month in and month out, the year through, the working girl toils; she is often the
bread winner of the familv, and must work that others may live ; whether she is sick or well, whether it
rains or shines, whether ft is warm or cold she must get to her place of employment and perform the
duties exacted from her.
Among this class the symptoms of femalo diseases are early manifest by weak and aching backs,
pain in tin lower limbs and lower part of the stomach ; in consequence of frequent wetting of the feet
monthly periods Income painful and irregular, and frequently faint and dizzy spells, with loss of appetite,
until life is a burden and it is hard work to drag about. All these symptoms point to a derangement of the
female organism, and if taken in time can be easily and permanently cured.

A Cordial

Invitation to Every Sick and
Ailing Working Girl.

It is to these girls that Mrs. Pinkham holds out a helping hand, and
extends a cordial invitation to correspond with her. Her unrivalled record of
success in treating woman's ills makes her letters of advice of untold value
to every ailing working girl, and from her wide experience and skill she
quickly points the way to health. Her advice Is free, and all letters are
held by her In the strictest confidence. Address, firs. Pinkham, Lynn, ilass.
Don t put off writing her until your health Is wrecked.
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Grateful Words from Working Girls Who" Alausard's Mills,
Pnp
Have Been Helped.
The Largest and Best
CHA3, MAUSABP,

"Dear Mrs. Pinkitam! I want to thank you for what you have done for me. I was dreadfully
tired, I stand over my work all day, and no one who hasn't tried it knows how it makes your hack and
ache. I couldn't sleep, and had no appetite, but thanks to Lydia 12. lMnkham's Vegetable Compound,
I feel entirely different now ; it is a wonderful medicine. I do not feel that my work is hard now, and 1
recommend your medicine to other girls who are always tired." Miss Isabel Suroin, 293 Willis Ave,
New York City.
Bid-"-

Mill in

New Mexico

FLOUR AND BhnN IN CARLOAA
LOTS A SPECIALTY.
j Albuqtisrqua,
- - .

WALKER

" Dear Mns. Pinkham : Lydia E. Pinkliam's Vegetable Compound has done bo much good for
A. E.
that I wish to recommend it to all girls whose work keeps them standing on their feet all day in a
FIRE INSURANCE
said I could not live and I must give up work, and Btay out of doors; he did not
hot store. The dx-toseem to realize that a girl cannot afford to stop working. Jly back ached, my appetite was poor and I Secretary lfntaal BulMlag AsaocIaUsa
could not sleep ; menstruation was scanty and very painful.
Ono day when suffering I commenced to Office at J. C Baldrtdgel Lumber Tarsi
take Lydia 10. l'inkhnm's Vegetable Compound and it helped me, I soon found that my menstrual
periods were free from pain and natural; now my health is fine, and every ono is surprised at the Lhnn?i
in me, and I cannot be too grateful for what you have done for me." Miss Janet Paine, 630 West COLUMBUS HOTEL.
'
me

r

125th Street, New York City.
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Direct from our distillery to YOU
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streets.
Another new building In the financial district In planned, hut this time It
is not to lie a
It will be
erected on Cedar street ly the Mutual
Lite Insurance company, next to its
tall building there, and in order not to
interfere with the liKht and air of the
tatter structure it will be only three or
four stories h'gh. The new building,
which let regarded as a sort of innovation in these days when scarcely anything except
are erected
In this city, will lie a hanking house
and will be li t to Harvey Ktsk & Sons.
Much interest is manifested by
here In the proposition for
a run to the international exposition at
St. Louis in " 4 and also in the projected run next year of 1,11110 niileB.
For the latter the only obstacle seems
to be In the finding of a suitable
course. A run from here to Chicago, a
miles, id being
distance of al'mt
talked of. anil a trip to Montreal has
been suggest' il. but the latter will not
be taken pvoi ably on account of the
poor roads uinl steep grades. There
Is every evidence here that the prejudice which was so rampant against
the "devil" machines a few months
ago, is gradually lessened. One reason is that on account of the vigilance
of the police r kless driviug through
the streets is i.nt so common and the
running i!oai) o. pedestrians and children Is, consequently, less frequent.
Forty-thir- d

GEORG-

-
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WASHINGTON'S

204 South Second

produced,
.
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VEGETABLE COflPOUND.

street.

First Class Rooms and Board.
RsaaonaM.

Wat

MRS. Q. E. HOPKINS, Proprietor.
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The Best Dressed Men in
Albuquerque are Our Patrons
When a man in this section wants the Best
Clothing, he comes straight to this store.

HIE

Kga

Youwwnf

fjl

1

In addition to getting the best the latest
styles to choose from, the highest grade materials,
and finest tailored garments he pays less than
he'd be asked at any of our competitors for "just
ordinary" clothing.
f
My garments are all stylish they fit perfectly
and they have a manly grace about them that
makes the wearer feel proud of his appearance.

I'd like you to come in and see the New Fall
and Winter Suits and the New Fall TopCoats
and Winter Overcoats you'll not find their lik
elsewhere that's certain.

QUEUE.

It Hid a Luxuriant Suit of Straight and
Very Dark Hair.
The Father of Ills Country concealed
a luxuriant suit ot hair beneath his
queue wig. Many now wish the old
fashion were in vogue to conceal
thinned hair or baldness. Yet uo one
need have thin hair nor be bald, if he
cure the dandruff that causes both.
Dandruff can not be cured by scouring
the scalp, because it is a germ disease.
and the Kerm has to be klled. Newbro s
Herpiclde kills the dandruff germ no
other hair preparation will. "Destroy
the cause, you remove the effect."
There's no cure for dandruff but to kill
the germ. Send 10 cents in stamps for
sample to The Herpiclde Co., Dept.
"F," Detroit, Mich.

b

Suits, $10 to $25

ML

Overcoats, $10 to $25

MIANDELL'

High Grade Clothing and Furnishings for Gentlemen and Boys
DUNLAP HATS AND rMNHATTAN SHIRTS

Agent for

(
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twenty pounds-whilwav,biit twenty
pounds added to a man of his size
means but little. ,
Charles Springer wnt up to Dawson
last night, where he will attend the
mle of the Horeshoe pasture, which
will be made by W. E. Gortner as
The sale Is made In a partition stilt of the pasture, which Is a
large one, and Mr. Springer has considerable Interest In It.
Arthur Hoard, a creamery man from
Fort Atkinson, and a believer In advertising to the extent of about $80,000 a
year, who has been here with his wife
for tho past two weaks, left today for
El Paso. He Is out west for his wife's
health.
Sister Sablna, the mother superior in
charge at the sanitarium, will leave
Sunday for Leavenworth. Kas., where
Fhe will remain. SlBter Serina will be
in charge after her departure.
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There Is no cough medicine so

keep t:in- -

splencUJ LcallU with CA3CAUET3
Cnncy CatharUo. Tio vrondcrful thn.es CA23ARi:73 da for
maadaa an.d tholr
have bococa known throuch kind
d
worua cf Oaco vrfco bare tried them, and 8 tho ea!e la now
ncArlr A irr.MN EOE3 A M017TIL Mara a t alios a CA3- CAET, tab7 rets tiia benefit. Tie street, palatable tatlot, eaten by tho nursing mother,
cyitcm, Lacrosses h:r CoTro?irJ:i,&sd makes hot milk mildly purgative. Baby
recxtlRcs
peta th mClict diluted ani as part of its natural food no violence no danger perfectly
v natural results. Ko maro sour curds in baby's stomach, no mora wind colic, cramps, convulsions,
worms, restless nights. All Crujgista, lOo, 25o, 63a Never sold In bulk. Oonulne tablet stamped
COO. Sample and booklot freo. Address Sterling Remedy Go, lOhicaeo or JSfew York.
m
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ESQUIMO

The Esquimo eats blubbef.
The lumbermen eat pork.
These people areconstantlv

.'

ANNUAL. SALE

1

exposed to cold and physical

strain. Experience has taught
them that fatty foods givt
warmth and nourishment.
For those who have cold
and thin bodies, or are threatened with consumption or any
wasting disease, there is no fat
in so digestible and palatable a
form as Scott's Emulsion.
Physicians prescribe it

popu-

lar as Foley's Honey and Tar. It contains no opiates or poisons and never
fails to cure. Alvarado Pharmacy.

c.
A luUe to try. if you 1
IMIWXU. inn I'eurl Mrtcl.

We'll f end you
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fully, so quietly, and so unexpectedly
that a lady sitting in the room thought
Smelter Furnace Started Rishworth for some time that Mrs. Lindsay was
only sleeping. Socorro Chieftain.
Injured Other Notes.
From the Register.
If you are bilious and Reeking advisMrs. Richard Grern received the sad
news, a few days ago, that her mother ers.
Take DeiWtt's Little Early Risers,
u? quite sick and that, on account of
JuBt before going to bed.
WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED 25 NEW STYLES OF . ALL KINDS. ,
her great age, there Is little hope of
You will find on the morrow,
THEY HAVE ALL THE LATEST IMPROVEMENTS, - ARE FINE
her recovery.
You are rid of your sorrow
LOOKING AND RANGE IN' PRICE FROM THE CHEAPEST IN THE
President Thomas Brown and See
'
enough
said.
That's all; just
'
v
TO THE $2S AND 130 ONES,MARKET
S. E. Maitland, of the Smelter
;
4
These famous pills do nto gripe, but
company, were here from Trinidad
gently and easily,
move
bowels
the
Pennsylvania, the first of the week, to cleansing
the liver. Their tonic effect
see the ttnelter start up. Mr. Maitland gives strength
to the glands, preventreturned Monday evening, Mr. Brown ing a return of the disorder. J. H.
remaining for a couple of weeks to O'Reilly & Co.; B. H. Briggs & Co.
Cor. Copper ave. and Fee or d 6t. , . Albuquerque
look after business interests here.
W. S. Rishworth was quite badly
ALL KINDS OF 8TOVES
Injured last week in a mixup with his repairs and stove fixtures at ' I H. 9 TXXXXXXXDCOCOOOCO
i
fine driving team. He went Into the Shoemaker's, 205 Gold avenue,
JUST WHAT YOU WANT
stable between the horses to water
o- every
way
one of them wao
them and In some
time here. Nothing misThe Merchants' Carnival at Colombo
represented at- this store. Nor Is
startled and jumped against him hall nevt MnnHnv And TllPRdnv
throwing him and the bucket against promises to be a great success. Over
there any attempt to substitute one
the other horse. This started them seventy-fivarticle for another by the "Just as
business firms will be repgood" claim, pur. stock of drugs
both to jumping and kicking, and when resented by young ladies in costume.
William got out of the way he found Fine drills, good music, pretty cosis carefully selected and is always
patent
that his legs were Injured so that he tumes, colored light tableaux, etc. You
fresh. AIT
would have to go on crutches for a can't afford to miss it. Tickets, 25c,
remedies
medicines, proprietary
short time.
and pharmaceutical specialties. ;
35c and 50c. Benefit Congregational
The copper furnace at the smelter( churcn. Reserved seats now on sale at
started ftp on Monday morning and Matson's.
GEO. Q. WILLIAMS
everything Is now running smoothly,
o
DRUGGIST
PRESCRIPTION
noIn walking through the works we
Is your boy hard on stockings? Buy
117' West Railroad Ave.
ticed that the yard is well filled with a pair of our heavy ribbed, triple leg,
ore, and Superintendent Hyde Inform- knee and toe hose. They will last him.
ed us that the lead furnace would be Price 25c at C. May's Popular Priced
started as soon as it can be made Shoe Sloic, 233 West Railroad avenue.
HEALTHY CHILDREN
ready. He also stated that the outlook
o
le good and that, from present appearFresn Cut Flowers.
don't eat too much meat just enough,,
ances, they will be able to run steadily
IVES, THE FLORIST.
but that of the choicest, most nutrifrom now on. Qn being asked as to
tive, easiry digestible quality, such as
Concert.
Free
the amount of ore being received he
we wilt be pleased to cut for them.
The street car company will give a
said: "The amount of custom ore comTender,-- ; juicy, (fine flavored lamb,
hall
Orchestrion
concert
in
at
the
free
shipare
ing in Is fairly good and we
beef (for roasts er steaks), veal, mut
3 o'clock
Sunday
town
old
at
afternoon
ping some copper ore from our mine
ton alljthf best 'meats.
continue them through the winter.
on the Pecos, anihis output will In- and
Poultry, too, sound, sweet, wholewill, find
crease as the work advances." In this Strangers and all who attend
some. Taks "care of the children take
place,
well
a
comfortable
hall
the
in
they
are'
connection he stated that
care of yourselves, too, by .order
warmed and sunny', in which to spend
the market for all the ore they can get an
ing of us.
hour or two. The orchestrion ren- of a grade that will pay for treatment
.
..
.
C
' 1
U',DH
urauinu. tuuipu- minor a roflr. Pither poo uer
AA
Thi. .hnM irtHP th Bitions, and In the opinion of some,
people who have small mines, which beats bis famous band.
1"
J 3x
have been Idle for years, to work them
again and sell the ore to the company,
thus making a profit for themselves
and Increasing1 the activity of the
camp.' '"
Native and Chicago Lumber.
No. 1.18 Railroad Avenue.
Cured of Piles After 40 Years.
SherwIn-WiMIa- ms
BEST MEALS IN THE CITY.
AL"AV,;7.c.
Building
Mr. C. Haney, of Geneva, Ohio, had
,
t
MEALS,
I
25c.
Long-REGULAR
Bent
BOORS,
Covers
More
SH,
BLINDS,
81
Lcoks
Wesn
years.
PI A8TKK
Doctors and
the piles for forty
st I Most EconcmliBl I Full Mrssnie I LIMB, CEMENT, GLASS, FAINT, K1
dollars could do him no lasting good.
Short Order at Any Price.
First Street snd Lead A venae, Alboqaerqnc.
DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve cured him
Invaluable for cuts, OOOOOOOOCXXXXXCOOCXX3000000
permanently.
burns, bruises, sprains, lacerations, eczema, tetter, salt rheum, and all other
skin diseases. Look for the name De- Witt on the package all others are
J. H.
cheap, worthless counterfeits.
NEW AND SECOND HAND HOUSEHOLD GOODS
O'Reilly & Co.; B. H. BrlggB & Co.
. CERRILLOS CULLINGS.

GO CARTS

.

night. As a Hallowe'en function it was
complete in all its appointments. The
hall was beautifully illuminated from
the suspended. Chinese lanterns and
weird and ghostly
Mrs.
Rose Berry, clad In garments most befitting to witches, told the fortunes of
the merry and gay Hallowe'cners.
Dancing, music and a general good
time produced a gay and mirthful atmosphere as the . hours flitted by.
Dainty refreshments and punch were
served. As the hour drew near to 12
ghosts
when the
and
witches
play hither and thither, the gay party
wended their way homeward, making
many a window rattle with corn, gates
were carried from the old gate post,
and It was at a very late hour when all
the merry masqueraders were dreaming peaceful dreams of an enjoyable
,
Hallowe'en..
. ..

LAS VEGAS

LACONICS.

Short Paragraphs from the Capital of
San Miguel County.
Special Correspondence.
Eight Was Spent by the
Las Vegas. M. M., Oct. 31. The Hal
In Territorial Metropolis.
lowe'en party given by the Christian
Endoavor society of the Presbyterian
church to the Epworth league of the
MOVED IH ALL DIRECTIONS.
Baptist church last n'ght In the Sunday school room of the Presbyterian
church was one of the most notable
agreeable
Hallowe'en, with all Its
social events of that nature which has
and disagreeable features, has passed,
been given for some time. There was
large crowd out to partake of the
but the effects are 'still with us, many
hospitality and enjoy the merriment.
ml which were net visible.
The room was decorated with pump
Regular and irregular police were in
kins, cabbages, corn and jack-o'-laevidence on all streets, but they did
terns and Miss Verky added to the
not molest the crowds of masquerad-er- s
weirdness by reciting some "spooky"
unless property was being
pleceR. The crowd bobbed after floatstrayed.
ing apples, entered guessing contests,
Many signs have; been taken from
their usual places and placed in front Ye wytches bydde thee attende ye threw hooks for bites In the flsh pond,
f another's store, bicycle racks adorn frolyc of goblyns on Hallow eve. Clad that being the way partners were chostelegraph poles, and boxes, tin cans thyselfe in thee garbe of a ghost and en for the refreshments, which were
and all kinds of rubhlsh are arranged enteryng thee realms of departed spyr-yt- s apples, nuts and popcorn.
It was late when the fun makers left
la an artistic manner throughout the
whysper in thee eare of guardyan
'
street.
of gateway these words: "Mystery and for home and great credit Is deserved
by those who bad the social in charge.
For Hallowe'en the night was very Death" thou wylt gayn admyttance."
E. O. Magruder is here from Paris,
pUeL many crowds, were busy throw-las- ;
response
In
to the above summons
corn, carrying away gates and
twenty-fiv- e
white clad goblins assem- Mo., and will take a position at Good-all'- s
drug store the first of the month.
strocting porches, but they did not get bled at the Gold. Avenue hotel last
'..
wanly,
evening, the gueBts of Misses Coral Walte Davis, who is the present clerk,
A band of some fifteen young men and 'Ella Clyce. In the dim, flickering will leave for Guadalupe county, where
seemed to cherish the idea of terrify-ixu- c light of candles the ghostly shades he will take up a homestead and enthe peacataLfililxen. who remained greeted each other. BranchesofU; gage in other business.
' wrt thin-doorC. A. Shaler and H. H. Hartgerlnk,
by mysterious and blood- -' tumn1eaves artistically arranged gave
who have been here
csrAlioc .'sladiao: war dances The a woodsy appearance to the; rooms the two gentlemen
whoops sad yells' were enough to where music, games and dancing kept from Waupur, ' Wis.,' trying to make
frighten thejnps composed find oarp heaiskB,'A a
of glee til) some .dicker on the Montoya-Maeste- s
day" for Chicaleas; bat fortunately Isey traVeltasl after1 the
midnight. In a mining
said these serenades were of short j
saqludedf alcovf a prophetess foretold go, having been unsuccessful in bringStiOB.
the future to IniruMtlVe spirits. A most ing 'about a' deal: 'The 'gentlemen' of':
Late la, the evening a bunch had de-- enjoyable feature was, the cutting of fered $160 'a tyonth for the privilege of
uverea a large wagon loaaea wim the great cake, at" the banquet table, making Investigations on the claims.
Loies to a prominent place,TBTr"Were containing twenty magic gifts of for- - flndlhg out the' water supply, etc;, but
the local parties who control 'the
running down the. street like, cannon
claims did"
to, do business On
'lalla, when they ran into another
.
arwiAl pvenf traa thA that plan.
A della-nlftlbunch of .fellows, who made a, grab for
the runners. Supposing they , were ttaflowe'en social given by the Misses Mrs. H. S. Van Patten entertained a
eopa, there was a grand scattering. More head at their.residence on South number of friends' last night at bridge
One of the favorites was captured and Broadway last evening, A large num- whist. Refreshments were served and
pleasant evening was spent by the
they returned to his rescue.
They ber of their freinds "were present and
ienns ea returning that the pposed S most pleasant evening was enjoyed fortunate ones present. Bridge is a
new game for the city, but Is very pop
cops Were only another gang of cele- - by all.
ular In England and the east.
Vraters and. well they had to be sociaR. C. Rankin left this afternoon for
Charles O. Hopping entertained , a
ble snd pay for the drinks.
' There is many an angry' man in our number of his friends at his home at Lawrence, Kas., where he goes to bury
brother, who died a few months
land this morning, who Is mourning or 700 South Arno street, last evening. A
.otherwise for his departed sign, gate very delightful evening was enjoyed ago In the Philippines.
Mrs. J. C. Montgomery, who came
or porch which was spirited away in by all those present.
here with her two children a year ago
PECULIARLY SAD DEATH.
the night.
from Chanute, Kas., died last evening
On Minute Cough Cure
A crowd of small boys were caught
Just received a
pushing over a small shed before the Is the only harmless cough cure that at 6 o'clock of tuberculosis. She had a Mrs. A. H. Lindsay Leaves a Husband
fresh lot of. .
and Three Small Children to
officer who arrived on the scene could gives quick relief. Cures coughs, colds, sister with her during her last hours.
Loss.
Her
Mourn
notified
and
the
been
Her
has
croup,
husband
bronchitis, whooping cough.
prevent it, but the fate of living in a
HOTW TER BOTTLES
Rev. and Mrs. Alexander H. Lindsay,
small place was upon them, and they pneumonia, asthma, la grippe, and all remains will be shipped to her former
In
Kentucky,
arrived
Flemlngsburg.
home
Chanute.
of
at
got
lung
I
throat?
troubles.
and
chest
recognized.
were
The officer notified
Fountain and Bulb Syr
Judgment rendered on the verdict of Socorro about six weeks ago, expect-them that if the building was not re soaked by rain, says Oertrudde E. Fen
indefinitely
if
vs.
the
Jury
In
Chas
ing
case
ingesprices to suit your-of
remain
here
the
Jones
the
to
placed by tomorrow they would all be ner, Muncle, Ind., and contracted a Be
beneficial
self-5-0c
to $3.00
arrested. Ha stole back around that vere cold and cough. I failed rapidly; Springer, in favor of defendants. This climate should prove to beOnly
about
to to Mrs. Lindsay's health.
section in about a half hour and found lest 48 lbs. My druggist recommend case was tried in November, 1901,per
three months ago the lady became at
them working, and sweating, as if they ed One Minute Cough Cure. The first recover $75,000 for legal services
Water and Oil Atomizers
were getting CO cents an hour, replac- bottle brought relief; several cured formed by. A. A. Jones in the Dawson dieted with the dread distase consump
of every description.
ing the building. In an hour it was in me. I am back to my old weight, 148 case and the Jury decided he was not tion. The family almost immediately
to anything.
went to Arizona for the benefits that
the same conditio as before its turn lbs. One Minute Cough Cure cuts the entitled
Come and examine.
Manuel Manzanares, of Puerto Cito; might be derived from the climate
phlegm, relieves the cough at once,
tiling experience.
found
Sapello,
soon
still
Severino
Baca,
Prlml
that
of
and
was
there,
It
but
draws out inflammation, cures croup.
, A Joke on one of the ever alert offof Las Vegas, came In another change was necessary and the
icers la always enjoyed by the boys. A An ideal remedy for children. J. H tero Escudero,
'J. B. O'RIELLY & CO.
2 from a campaign family came to Socorro. The patient
No.
on
yesterday
H.'Brlggs
B.
&
O'Reilly
Co.;
&
Co.
cay bunch were being shadowed by
republican
of
in
somewhat
her
tour
Interest
improve
the
after
to
tae
seemed
fly cop; they stopped him and quickly
Prescription Druggists
A cordial Invitation Is
to ticket.
arrival here and only the day beforf
stretched a wire; banging doors and ell to enjoy the free lunchextended
which the
Amoa
wife
Kline
and
last
returned
remarked
she
was
It
her
that
death
yelling
down the street they flew White Elephant will place before Its
and
Corner 2nd St. snd Gold Ave
from their extended trip at seemed to be doing well. But on Sun
the cop made a dash after them. He patrons this evening. It will not be evening
Y. Amos says be put on day morning the end came so peace- Tyre
N.
City,
OCOCOCODCOCCOOCOOOOCOOCOOO
bit tha wire, and saying many things surpassed in tows.
that were far from celestial, the air The Whltson Music company can
was foil of blue streaks in his vicinity. show you first class pianos, makes that
no
The celebrating lasted until the wee are genuine. Cbickerlng & Sons and
small hours, when the evil spirits held Everett pianos, shipped direct from
L
aa open air meeting and told of the Boston. Behr Bro. & Baumeister
experiences snd doings of the night.
pianos from New York.
Kimball &
Schaeffer pianos from Chicago. Will
HALLOWE'EN 60CIALS.
make payments to suit customer. Call
a charming and and see our stock.
Miss Berth Ixk-Lb-,
popular young society lady, entertainAn excellent hot tree lunch at tne
ed her friends in a most delightful
manner at, Miss Helmbeck's studio in Cabinet saloon tonight.
the Commercial club building last
Still Another Feature.
The Mandolin and Guitar club always adds to an evening's entertainof suffering from Indigestion If you eat ment. The club will play at the BusiGss FitUm
Jobbers of Shelf and
IJeidw ore. Plumber?, Steam"
what yos want, or of starving yourself ness Men's carnival next Monday and
DysTuesday nights.
to avoid such dlstreasf Acker's
Tfimcrs end Cornico Makers. "Wo buy only In car lots. J
pepsia Tablets taken after eating will
perfectly
Oryour
free
and
food
Don't
fall to attend the dance at
digest
yoa from all the disagreeable symp- chestrion ball given by Mrs. Berry totoms of Indigestion and dyspepsia. Eat night.
what yoa want st any time and take an
Acker tablet afterward, Positively
GYPSY PALMIST.
enaranCeed. Your money will always
Queen Zyra will give you a full read-lube refunded if yor are not satisfied.
50 cents; hours from 10 a. m. to
113-11- 7
Month Second Street
Albuquerque, New Mexlro
Wilts to as for s free sample. W. H. 9 p.form. 208 Weet
Railroad avenue,
Co., Buffalo. N. Y. J. H.
Hooker
CRielly
Co, and B. H. Briggs Co. room 4, over Skinner's grocery.
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..Win. Farr,
Paper

Paint

J.H.O'Rielly&Co.

.

BAL.DR1DGE

J. C.

BORRADAILE & CO...
Furniture

.

--

...

mm

Crockery,
Granite wear,
Tinware,
Art Squares,
Mattresses,
Springs.
BEDS-ALL
SIZES
IRON
$3.00 UP

1

WEHA VE THE

ARGESTJIL1NE OF

STOVES

Both Wholesale and Retail
Do not buy until you examine our stock We can please you
In New Mexico

What Is the Use

Ileay

g

aid

Wliitnev Company

HOUSEHOLD GOODS
ON EASY PAYMENTS
A
""til
117 Gold

60

I

,m.-

i

V'

TWri

'

HOUSE ' FURNISHINGS
New and Second Hand, j

t'i
Albuquerque N.

Avenue

M.

DAY SPECIAL SALE
ON OUR STOCK OF

Wagons, Carriages, Buggies, Harness and Saddles.
Bain Wagons, $75.10.
Buggies for $58.00.
Spring Wagons, $38.20.
We will save you money.
Get our pricesbefore you'buy

J.

Korber-

-

s.

& Co.,

n

AN1ZKUE''
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....THE FAIR....

Cer-rlllo-

ESTABLISHED 1886..

Crockery, Glassware and
. China in all its branches.
Graniteware, Unionware. Delf-warTinware, Table Cutlery,
Lamps, Tea and Coffee
the best with premium.
,

e.

1

Give lis

n

nil

n
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A 8HOOT THE CHUTES
of carpet value th la week permiU ua
to present these remarkable figures,

i

considered.- Nothing shop- tawl sat sAAaa th t 11 I
thea
value. Twill pay you t
a.
A
- ..lul..wM aa- ii
iwww pm.v
Bargain
mot dally. S our comforts an

' quality
auMam

2

r
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-
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Futrelle Furniture Co.
'

West End vYaduci '
Cor. Second Street and Qold Avenue

Frank Tomci & Bros.
ARTISTIC TAILORS AND DRAPERS
119 RAILROAD AVE.
Only shop In town w'. ich employs
first class workmen.
Thirty years' experience In selecting the latest novelties In the
Imported
finest
Worsteds and
Tweeds. Goods from all the lead
Ing cloth firms of Europe and
America.
The best cloth display for Fall
and Winter In Mexico.
We solicit your patronage, gen
tlemen dressers. Satisfaction guar
anteed or no sale.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.

J 1..U....S. DEPOSITORY
... ....
Depository for' the Santa Fe Pacific and the Atchison,
and Santa Fe Railway Companies.
Authorized Capital
t . . . . .$500,000.00
Paid up Capital, Surplus and profits
$200,000.00

To-pe- ka

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS

Joshua S. Raynolds,

'

to Master

the subject of life insurance or
you will probtibly give up in
despair. There are over 350
different forms of ; policies
written.- -

"

Security is the first thing and
resources guarantee security.
Th. Awrtaof Tht Mutual l.if

f N. York
cfd tb.M "1 J allwr lilt inaunac
Hotel Highland.
art ovtr
umpany u cmlcnc..
R. A. Chase, Sam Crawford and
wife, M. Kahoe and wife, M. Cross,
wife and children, Wm. Coughlln and
wife, J. Beckley and wife, C. Ritchie
:
I: hat pal
t cvtt
and wife, J. Chesbro and wife, FJones
wlfea nd child, W. B. Mercer, Joe
C. Irwin, W. Donovan. W. Sulliwhich It mote than anv other life Iniurancc company
van, A. Joss, J. Williams. R. Cooley, R la
la orlJ hat diibunetl,
Tannehill. H. H. Davis. W. H. Bern-hard- ,
V.'tit. (or "When Shall I luurtt"
R. Harley. New York; A. J. Bar- tela. Chicago; D. J. Bridge, C. R. Gal- - The Mutual Life Insurance
bralth. Franklin, Pa.; S. A. Nallle, El
Company of New York
Paso.
Rjcha3 A. McCvaDY, Ptttldcai.
Alvarado.
Darby A. Day, Mgr., Albuquerque, N. M.
J. E. McCarthy, St. Louis; C. A. Can- field," E. L. Dohcny, George Owens
WHERE TO WORSHIP.
Chas. Welborn. Los Angeles; J. S,
Swain, Dallas, Texas; M. F. Hand,
Baptist church. Services resumed
L. E. Lawrence, E. F. Oranff. after repairs, painting, etc.
Bible
Denver; W. H. Ashbrldge, Philadel- school at 0:45 a. m. Miss Florence 8.
phia; Joe Florman, Pueblo; W. E. Chapin has been secured as teacher of
Hulse, John A. Roach, R. J. Qatewood, the young people's class. Young Peo.
Las Vegas; W. H. Andrewa, Andrews, pie's union at 6:45 p. m. Preaching by
N. M.; W. S. Hopewell. Hillsboro. N, Pastor Powell at 11 a. m. on "Two He
M.; B. L. Costoe. Wilber. Neb.; Wil brew Pictures of the Prince of Life.
liam Keeler, Brooklyn; Charles Dex Subject for 7:30 p. m., "Octoler's Lester, Chicago; F. A. Gartleln, Kansas son for Me; Is Life a Fading Leaf or
City; W. F. Webster, Cincinnati; H. H Ripening Fruit."
Ashlack, Clyde, Kas.
Highland Methodist church, South
Arno street, M. Hodgson, pastor. Sun
Metropolitan.
day school at 10 a. m. Epworth League
B. D. Barker, San Francisco; W. M. at 6:30 p. m. Preaching at 11 a. m.
Cleaveland and wife, H. W. Cleave- - and 7:30 p. m. The lord's Supper in
land, Skaneateles, N. Y.; Frank Mur- connection with the morning service.
phy, Hanford, Cal.
Everybody welcome. Bring your friends
with you.
Grand Central.
Lead Avenue M. E. church; Rev. F,
E. M. Ellis, A. J. Bartels, Chicago.
V. Fisher, pastor.
Communion service
Foley's Honey and Tar always stops with sacramental Address by the pas
the cough and heals the lungs. Refuse tor at 11 a. m. Annual Junior rally at
3 p. m. Song service, followed by sersubstitutes. Alvarado Pharmacy.
o
mon by the pastor at 7:30 p. m. Sun
INDIAN SCHOOL NOTES.
Epworth
day school at 9:45 a. m.
p.
m.
welcome
league
Cordial
6:30
at
government
In
Tinker,
a
Colonel
spector, apent the past two weeks In- to all friends or strangers to these serspecting the various parts of the vices.
St. John's Episcopal church. Sun
school. He started for the Navajo reservation last evening. Hls wife re- day school at 10 a. m. Morning prayer
mains at the Alvarado hotel during and sermon and holy communion at 11
a. m. Evening prayer and sermon at
his absence.
Superintendent Collins is entertain- 7: SO. Open air meeting, corner Marble
ing h.s mother and sister. Mrs. Smith. avenue and Fourth street, at 3 p. m.
Lutheran church, 312 North Third
from Laguna, N. M., is also a guest of
street, Rev. R. Richter. Sunday school
Superintendent and Mrs. Collins.
No seVvlces Young Peo
One of the most pleasant events of at 10 a. m.
the season took place last evening ple's society at 7:3d p. m. Everybody
wben Superintendent and Mrs. Collins Invited.
entertained the employes of the Congregational church, east end of
school. The entertainment was in the viaduct, W. J. Marsh, pastor. Preach
form of a Hallowe'en party and all ing services mbrnln and evening at
seemed to enjoy themselves very 11 and 7:30 o'clock.- - Sunday school at
10 a.m. Junior Endeavor at 2:30 p. m.
much.
The diphtheria epidemic has left us Y. P. S. C. E. at 6:30 p. m. Professor
and we have not had'a' case' for two Walker has charge of the music af
both services., All cordially invited,
weeks.
,
Strangers welcome.
. ..
" A ThanksglVtflgDinner.
Christian SclencemServices at Odd
Heavy eating .is w(aabrro
first Fellows hall Sunday morning at 11
cause of Indlgestlpn.tayeaJd attacks o'clock,
innsme vne inucousnjeigofHpeB' lining
Zeiger's Cafe will tonight serve a
the stomach, exposes Jhj nerves of the
stomach, producing" a swelling after fine free lunch. It will be Just what
eating, heartburn, headache, sour ris wanted on a hot evening.
ings and finally catarrh of the stomach.
A fine free lunch, Just what you want
Kodol relieves the inflammation, pro in this weather, at the White Elephant
tects the nerves and cures the ca tonight.
o
tarrh. Kodol cures Indigestion, dysCome In and let us show you one of
pepsia, all stomach troubles by cleansing and sweetening the glands of the those new overcoats the long, loose,
stomach. J. H. O'Reilly & Co.; B. H. comfortable coats with graceful round
ing shoulders those that are so pop
Brlggs &. Co.
ular in the east this winter. Come In
' The best free lunch In the city will the rich blacks and darker shades of
be served at the White Elephant to- gray. Simon Stern, Railroad Avenue
night and all are cordially Invited,
Clothier.
u
o
,
What's the use running around withHome made bread, cakes and pies
out an overcoat these cold mornings. at Mrs. Ackers, 601 Keleher avenue,
Might as well buy one now as later on.
o
Ladles' and gents' cast a way clothes
Let us show you our new coats handsome, durable coats, every one of them. bought; 107 North First street.
Prices are reasonable. Simon Stern,
Orders taken for every known mane
Railroad Avenue Clothier.
of stoves and ranges. Albuquerque
If you get hungry, go to The Cabinet Hardware comfiny.
and enjoy a free hot lunch. Open toIce cream and Ire cream sodas, with
night.
crushed fruits, every day of the year
' Our
overcoat stock Is complete in at Delaney's.
every detail. Coats of every descripKeep your ye on Demlna.
Subscribe for Tbe Daily citlien
tion are shown. Styles vary from the
Deming. the coming city of New
long, loose, roomy affairs to the short
box coats. Prices vary also, but if you Mexico.
Deining water is chemically pur-epay $10 or $25 for one of our coats you equal
to Polan. Springs.
know you are getting value received.
Deming water and pure ozone make
Simon Stern, Railroad avenue Clothier. strong and healthy people.
Deming Is a great health resort
Cooling refreshment and free lunch baa no superior In climate for the cure
at the White Klephant tonight.
of oulmonary troubles.
great smelter
Deming will be
A delicious free hot lunch at Tbe senter. Two largetbe
plants will ba in
Cabinet tonight.
stalled within the year.
We are solo agents for Wheeler 4
He Will Please You.
Wiison sewing machines. Albert Fa
John E. McKenaa oi Minneapolis, tter. 305 Railroad avenue.
the banjo soloist, who lias played
Why buy high priced lota wben you
before many large audiences in tbe can get them cheap In Deming now
eastern and central states, will appear with certain advance assured!
Agricultural lands In Deming are un
for the ft rut time in our city at the
for fertility, production of
Business Men's carnival next Monday surpassed
fruits and vegetables of all kinds.
and Tuesday night.
We make tbe best door and window
screens. They are far superior to any
Quickel & Bothe, proprietors of
made in the east at the same price.
Cafe, invite their many patrons Albuquerque
Planing Mill company, A.
to enjoy the free lunch that will be V. Telephone No. tj.
provided tonight.
Subscribe for tbe Daily Citizen.

$352,000,000
Foicy-fccU-

Can-tillo-

president;

'

Flournoy, vice president; Frank McKee, cashier;
- A B. McMillan.
H. F. Raynolds, - - - -- - M.-.-

$569,000,000

-
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DECORATIVE
EFFECT
la a most Important factor m the
Jewelry worn, and best results are
obtained from artistic designs and
tasteful settings. Our rings, brooch
es, pins, etc- - are of that high art
and quality found only in Jewelry oi
ine finest make.

T. Y. MAYNARD,
JEWELER.
Watch Inspector A., T. k. 8. F.
and 8. F. P. Railroads.

Still a Growing

'

Our fancy coffee business for 1901 reached the snug amount of 10,004
pounds. We wish to double that la 1902, and In order to do so we are
offering the very best grades of coffee on the market at 40 cents per
pound. We are sole agents for CHA8E A SANBORN'S celebrated Seal
Brand and Club House. We also hare a full line of blended coffees
tt prices to suit from 20 cents up. Our 85 cent blend we consider equal
to the most of the 40 and 45 cent grades offered by the trades.
keep the very best to be had
As to teas. Everyone knows that
In

the territory.

1

A. J. MALOY, 214

W. Railroad Ave

0CCaOCOsX)KCattK0
Automatic 'Phone No. 516.
Hell

Residence, Automatic 'Phone 299

telephone

JNo.

1 1

5.

Zei-ger- 's

As usual Zeiger's Cafe will tonight

serve one of their beet free lunches.
It will be appetizing and toothsome
and you will not regret it.
a
Go to the White Elephant tonight
and enjoy the best free lunch served .n
town.
LOCAL

UNDERTAKER SANTA FE PACIFIC RAILROAD.

COMHERCIAL

CLUB BUILDING.

An excellent hot free lunch at the
Cabinet saloon tonight.

See the beautiful drill by sixty little
girls in white In the carnival Monday
and Tuesday nights.

902

CLASSIFIED ADS.

Dpn'tTry

To-pek-

M

M

HOTEL ARRIVALS.
Sturges European.
F. H. McOee, J. A. Owin. Denver;
J. R. McConnell and wife, Cincinnati;
Geo. E. Toomey, Salt Lake city; M. D.
Parlln, Leavenworth, Kan.; Chas. F.
Eaaley. Santa Fe; O. L. Merrill.
J. R. Carpenter, TIJeras; W. A.
Mayer, S. Mayer, A. B. Schlnnlch,
Twining. N. M.; J. T. Wright. St.
Iouls; T. S. Trmljo; H. W. S. Otero
Santa Fe; J. M. Sandoval, Sandoval;
Rudolph Levi, San Francisco; Max
Schulz. El Paso; Mrs. W. H. Hlgley,
Tepehuanes, Mexico.

1

Note All classified advertisements
or rather "liners," one cent a word for
each Insertion, Minimum charge for
any classified advertisements, It cents.
In order to Insure proper classification
all "liners" should be left at this of
fice not lata;. than S o'clock
m. t

305 RAILROAD AVENUE,' GRANT BUILDING

PERSONAL PKOPERTY LOANS.

HONEY TO LOAN
Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,
Wagons and other Chattels, also on
Salary. FROM $10 UPWARDS. One
to twelve months time Is given.
Wltnout delay and strictly private.
Goods remain In your possession.. GET
OUR RATES before borrowing.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
OPEN EVENINGS.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO..
Rooms 3 and 4 Grant Building,
205 West Railroad Avenue. ,

Headquarter

for

Carpet. Linoleum,

Blankets an

MattloQ,. Curtains,

House Furnishing Good.

On

i
8

Tromfe Blankets..
Now, you will need them.

.lit-

the nights grow

cooler. The
DianKet offerings we are now
making are something no "economical housekeeper can afford
to miss. In the lot are white
and colored blankets, cotton and
down filled comforters,
bed
spreads and pillows, all offered
at substantial money savings.
Blankets from. 60c to $15.00 a

a

.

.

v. Rt

t

CrajMc

if I

aTW232!v

9

,

WANTED.
WANTED A. good "girl for general
housework. Enquire of Mrs. J. C,
Baldrldge, 610 South Broadway.
WANTED A girl to do general house
work; white or colored. Apply to
Mrs. Knapp, 817 West Silver avenue,
between 4 and 9 o'clock.
'
.
P'r.
WANTED Good cook, at Central
Comfsrl.ra from T.1 4a It)
M.
Hotel. Cerrlllos, N.
w each.
WANTED Manager of new branch of
our business here In Albuquerque.
Address at once, with references, Al
fred Morris, Wholesaler, Cincinnati,
Ohio.
WANTED
Roommate.
Call Tor
George at Walton's pharmacy.
WANTED
Men to learn barber
trade. Special thirty day offer. More
experience In one month than shops
In one year. Abundance of practice,
qualified teachers, tools presented,
SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO FILLING OCULISTS' PRESCRIPwages Saturdays, diplomas granted
TIONS AND FRAME FITTINGS.
and positions when competent Quick
system
practical
and
method. Our
is
well known. Established In 1893.
For the Past Twelve Years Optician with A. 8. Aloe Co St.' Louis, Mo. fi
Branches In New Orleans, St. Louis,
307 RAILROAD AVENUE, with B. RUPPE, DRUGGIST.
.
San Francisco, New York, Chicago.
ALBUQUERQUE,
If you want to be a barber write,
NEW MEXICO
Moler System Barber College Representative, Albuquerque, N. M.
WANTED A girl for general house
work; good wages; steady employ
OLD RELIABLE"
ESTABLISHED 1878
Inquire at Mrs. George
ment.
Neher's, 403 North Second street.
WANTED Position by young man as
office assistant; bookkeeper
and
clerk; experienced. Address H.t this

,

-

.

A. A WINTERER

OPTICIAN;
v,

EYES TESTED FREE

L. B. PUTNEY,

office.

WANTED Family cook for three
grown, persons; middle aged woman
permanent
wanting comfortable,
home preferred. Hotel and restaurant cooks need not apply. Address
C. B. Allaire, San Antonio, N. M. '
WANTED Ten men in each state to
travel, tack signs and distribute samples and circulars of our goods. Salary $60 per month; $2.75 per day for
expenses. National Soap Works.Cbl-cago- .

WHOLESALE GROCER.
Flour, drain
and Provisions.

Carries th

LarcMt

Etalv..
(chat
Staple Orocerles
a

riMt

.

Car Ms a sedan?.

toaa4 aaatawMt,

FARfl AND FREIGHT WAOQNS.
' '

Railroad Avenue)

Alb querquo

WANTED Active Catholic lady to
work at home; $36 paid for 12 days.'

trial;

permanent

If

satisfactory-Joh-n
Chi- -

'

SHIP YOUR PELTS TO BEARRUP BROS.T& OO J

Engwall, Lakeside pidg..

cago.

,

STRAYED.
J
STRAYED One small light bay Jiorse,
white feet, whife stripe in.face... Return fo W., H, McMUllpn, 2J1 Wesi
.Gold avenue, and., get, aujtaWe .t&

'.ward,.;

.'..

',.!

;

.v'rWoolMleriTnelte
arid,

ALBUQUERQUE,

'''iW' Mtxfc6!

'

n

;M'"'"'

4.tTrtr1

t
..i!.,
.'.ff.it ii i.ii k:jti
"Coats,
Woccaslns, ' BlifckrnH
We manufacture Leather Pants;
w
'
Aprons, and make Angora Rugs. " "' "
We 'do Custom Tannine of .Hides'; '8k'lns and Fiirgl SatUfaftionV'
guaranteed; ' We pay the highest prices for Pelts which w trie In J
'
' ''d
"
making cur leather goods1.' ':' ;;
I
""' '
'
Don't fail to' examine our exhrbft at the fair.

ahi"

(m--

'

FOR RENT.
Flat of three xooms and
kitchen; modern Improvements- -, Apply to Thomas, J. Topham, Coygte
Water Bottling Works.
FOR RENT For light housekeeping,
'furnished rooms; sun exposure. Inquire Borradalle & Co., 117 Gold
avenue.
FOR SALE A cigar and stationery
stock; cheap. Inquire at Room &,
.
First National bank building.
FOR RENT Odd Fellows' hall, fifth
Wednesday and Saturday for dances,
parties, etc.
See A. D. Johnson,
agent.
FOR RENT Two nice rooms over San
Jose Market; $12. E. H. Dunbar.
FOR RENT Five room brick house
good stable anti buggy house. Ap
ply at Rico Cafe, 111 North Fiist st
FOR RENT Nicely furnlthed front
room. Apply S17 West Gold ave
nue.
FOR RENT Large, airy, sunny rooms
from $1.50 to $5 per week with baths.
Tbe Englewood, 205 North Second
'
street. Strong block;
FOR RENT Five rodm brick cottage.
Inquire at 218 South Walter street
FOR RENT Fine furnished rooms,
from $1 per week up; everything
new; near 6hops and new freight
depot. Antonio Trosello, 1005 South
Second street.
FOR RENT Bright sunny rooms for
light house keeping, 522 West Rail
road avenue. Enquire in brick part
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms.
810 South Third street.
R KENT

.

FOR SALE.
FOR SALE TeamoYuiesrharness
119
rig complete;
and
South Arno street.
FOR SALE Several Dea'tiiul homes
and city lou. These are bargains
and must be seen to Le appreciated.
No trouble to show property.
See
Jno. W. McQuade

-

:

ALBUQUERQUE;

Planing Hill Co.,
;j-5.-

MANUFACTURERS OF

t

Sash. Doors. MouldiBgs, Store Fronts,
V,
Office and Store Fixtures.
.T , r?.

Wood Turning and Mill Work of All Kinds to Order.
Mall Or Jtrs Solicited.

403 SOUTH FIRST STREET.

BERGER
High Grade Flour and- Candies
M.

'

WHOLESALE DEALER IN

-

A

8PECIALTY OF THE

FAMOUS EMPRESS FLOUR
USED
-

IN ALL FAMILIES

'

...
OUTSIDE ORDERS SOLICITED
213 WEST RAILROAD AVE
ALBUQUERQUE, N. MEX.
H
eTrSTaTeTeTSTrrTYSi
!
kill's 1
.

mmt

)

GROSS, KELLY&CO.

two-seate- d

MISCELLANEOUS.
watches "and"s"ilver novel
TO LOAN
ties at factory prices. Special, silver
$ 5 ,0o0M olntTyuTloau on good real
heart locket, COc. Send for illussecurity. M. E. Hickey, Crom
trated catalogue, free. Manhattan
Diamond company, 37 Maiden Land,
well building.
New York city.
$5,000.00.
Automatic Gaslighter,
IMPROVED
For sale, fine seven room house,
lights gas without matches; Just lm
newly furnished; lath, electric light
ported; sensational marvel. Sample
and toilet; two horses and light wa
25c, dozen $1.50. Don't delay; get
gon. Or will rent furnished to desira
some today. Hamburger Gaslighter
be parties at $5i.i0 per month for six
Co., 79 Fifth avenue, Chicago.
months or more. Address M, this of
Subscribe tor the Citizen.
fice.
.
.
es-tat- e

BBER,

ALBERT

DI AMOXDS?'

(Incorporated)

WBOLESiiiT GROCERS.

il

Wool, Hides, Pelts

IB

We handle

II

'

"

K. C. Baking Powder,
I

I I

M

I

Navajo Blank.ta,
Curtice Canned Goods,
Colorado Lard and Meats.
House at
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

,

.

3

,f

EAST LAI

VEGAS. N. M., AND GLOR.
. IfcTA, N. M.

jj

THE ALBUQUERQUE DAILY CITIZEN SATURDAY
MARRIES

Fifty Years the Standard

IN

JAIL.

Tie-spi-

JOE RICHARDS,

Charles Thayer Married.
formerly of
Charles L. Thayer,
,
Santa Fe and Albuquerque, now of
Sonora, and Miss Margaret
S Gov5t
Dni ley. of Fort Worth, were married
by Judge Ellis, of El Paso. They left
Magistrate
Ellis also
for Mexico.
E. Fischer, of New
Charles
married
sixty-twatguests In
there being
tendance and the presents being ex- - Mexico and Mrs. E. Dusenberg, of San
trcmely hanlsome and COBtly. Mr. and Francisco.
Mrs. Israel arrived in Katcn on SaturANSWER IT HONESTLY.
day morning and have cozy apartments
at Mrs. C. L. Snook's, where, they are Are the Statements of Albuquerque
at home to their friends.
Citizens Net More Reliable Than
those of Utter Strangers?
Cut this out and take it to any drugThis Is a vital question.
gist and get a free sample of ChamberIt is fraught with interest to Albulain's Stomach and Liver Tablets, the querque.
best physic. They cleanse and InvigorIt permits of only one answer.
ate the stomacn, improve the appetite
It cannot be evaded or Ignored.
rnd regulate the bowels. Regular size,
An Albuquerque citizen speaks here,
23c per box.
Speaxs for the welfare of Albuquer
que.
LETTER
LIST.
A citizen's statement Is reliable,,
Following Is the list of letters reAn ntter stranger's doubtful.
maining uncalled for in the postofflce
Home proof la the best proof.
at Albuquerque, New Mexico, for the
B. H. Thomas. Rooming House, 509
week ending November 1, 1902:
South Second street, says: "I have
Ladies' List
read somewhere that backache was
Bascez.Miss Petrlta Martinez, Dona
generally an lnalcation of kidney comMrs M N
rayda
Chaves, Dona Sara Miller. Mrs Ellen J plaint and when thera was added to it
Gorman, Miss Lucia Munning, Mrs Clara trouble with the kidney secretions and
signs were unmistakable.
When I
Gracey, Mrs RE
Stevens, Mrs Ada
contracted a cold Doth these annoyGarsia, Dona Fran- - Sena, Mrs J D
if
clsquita de
Turieta, Dona Lucio ances existed and for eight months to
Johnson, Mrs B R Tibbctts, Mrs Eliza on"e attack ceased another was sure
follow, so that I can consistently say I
Knoblock. Miss
Mrs H D
I
was almost bothered continually.
nie
.Yusarrl.Mlss Emilia finally went to The Alvarado Pharmacy
Kaufman, Miss E L Qulnby, Miss Zer
for Doan's Kidney Pills and took a
Moore, Miss Lillian
blna M
course of the treatment. It did exMiller, Mrs Mattie
actly as promised stopped the annoyMen's List.
ance very promptly and very effectively."
Anderson, Harry Lenthstrom, A N
Apadaca, Vicanoe Milton, Bud
Price 60
For sale by all dealers.
Co., Buffalo, N.
Allen, Jesse (2)
cents. Foster-MIlburNIeto. Partino
Y sole agents for the United States.
Bendle, Jno
isowell, Hamilton
Baca, Andres
Remember the name Doan's and take
Patton.J K
2S
no substitute.
Cruse, P
Palmer, A T
o
Cox, N O
Poragata, Amado
STOVE WORK.
Cano, Albino
Post, Egbert
Go to E. J. Post & Co. to have your
De Neffe, R W
Randolph, John
stove work done and get a good job by
Davidson, Clarence Ross, Geo
competent mechanics.
Dooley, Joseph H
Selig, H O
o
Evans. Thomas H Sanchez, Nicolas A
F. A. Jones, t. M., C. E.
Eser, Henry O
Sammess, Byron
Consulting Mining Engineer
Gutlerres, Timotar Stover, Frank
Field assistant U. S. Geological. Survey
Gurule, Abran
Towner, Johu
Albuquerque, N. M,
Heath, J M
Treadway. Hoyt C
Correspondence solicited.
o
Harris, D J
Vallejos, Tancolino
The Peninsular Is a heater and venHurtado, ReymundeWilson, Chas
tilator. Whitney Company.
Herfwlth, Henry
Wheeler, A O
o
Jockey, Jess Burk's Yrisarrl, J
W. L. Brackett & Co.,
Kenmas, Mr
Zelgler, Harry
Copper avePersons caning tor tne above named the new blacksmiths on
streets,
nue,
and
Third
Second
between
letters will please say "Advertised,1
have received a new rubber tiring
and give rno date of publication.
machine and guarantee their work.
R. W. HOPKINS. Postmaster.
They do horseshoeing as a specialty.

Highest Hosiers World's Fair.
Highest Toslo H.
Ghemisb
THE ART CLUB.

-

'

i,

o

New Secret Society Oraanlted-Ai- ms
and Purposes,
Societies and clubs for the promotion of general welfare, brotherhood,
religious principles are being formed
every day. but there comes to our notice in a secret manner, the news of
the organization of a unique and peculiar club within the boundary lines of
our city.
The Art club is the name of this
new organization formed by flv young
gentlemen of the city. A secret society, it is. and different from other
secret societies, not a name Is revealed
and very few of its principles can be
learned. But a few caught with our
ear at the keyhole may interest you.
Their religion is "The common sense
of a common fellow." In the art line
they draw salaries, draw checks, draw
crowds of tun, and paint the town red.
In the line or benevolence they comfort
the afflicted and afflict the comfortable. Don't pay any old debts and let
all the new ones get old as fast as
they can. It is against their Interest
to pay principle and ajalnst their principle to pay interest. They contract
debts and build hopes.
Many other
provisions are contained In the by
laws, but as we informed you. It Is a
secret society, but if yours truly,
Smltts, the defective, can reveal any
more you shall be enlightened.

n

"This is to certify that I have taken
two bottles cf Foley's Kidney Cure and
It has helped me more than any other
I tried many
medicine.
advertised
remedies, but none of them gave me
any relief. My druggist recommended
Foley's Kidney Cure and !t has cured
n:e. Before commencing It3 use I was
In such a shape that I could hardly
get up when once down."
Alvarado
Pharmacy.
RATON ITEMS.

Organize Union
Woodmen
Lodge Prosperous
Several
Wedingt.
From the Range.
Mrs. Eittrelm, of San Marclal, daughter of W. M. Oliver, was In the city for
a few days on account of illness of her
son, who Is attending school here this
w!nter,
Mrs. E. L. Fugate. who has beei
visiting relatives and friends in
and Kansas City, Missouri, returned hcrae, being accompanied by
Mr. Fugate.
Mrs. Frank Shaffer entertained a
party or ladles at wbltt last Thursday.
The prize winners were Mrs. C. A.
Whited first. Mrs. Price second and
Mrs. Streicher the consolation.
On October 29 the clerks of this
city formed a clerks' union, to be
known as the Raton Local No. 721 of
the Retail Clerks' Internatton Protection association, with a membership of
thirty-eighEach member Is provided with a working card for the benefit to most women is a term of
of the people who wish to aid the un- anxiety, ierious thought I
ion.
and tweet anticipation.
Judge Chaika M. Payne was in deWith the cessation of pain
mand by twyins "whose hearts beat as necessary to childbirth,
cne." He united in marriage two cou- there comes calm nerves,
ples, one of which being Henry M. sleep and recuperatiuu.
Cliristman. who is employed in the ad MOTHER'S
vertising department of the Pueblo
Chieftain, and Miss Guynon, of the
FRIEND
same city. The other couple was Elmer H. Norrls and Miss Maggie W'lia-len- . does diminish the pain accompanying
maternity. With its aid mothers cau and
both of Trinidad.
do bring health y, sweet disposilioued
The camp of Woodmen of the World nil ideal babies lulo tlie world.
promise
organized in Raton last week
Morning sickness, sore breasts and
pains caused by the Gradually
to become one of the largest lodges in
the city. It started out with a member- expanding organs, are relieved by this
ship of sixty, and at tht next meeting, peueiranug auu relaxing nninieni.
Anionic the manifold aids to childbirth
Saturday of this week, there will be a Mother's
Friend has grown in popularity
considerable addition to this number. and gained a prestige among rich
women
largely
of
up
is
made
membership
The
as well as poor; it is found and welcomed
camp
The
city.
in the mansion as well as in the cabin.
business men of the
a By lessening the mother's aironv of mind
will meet every Saturday night in
and diminishing pain a beautiful influence
hall.
wrought upou the child, and Instead of
Joe Israel, the popular head clerk in is
and sickly forms you
peevish,
Mendelson's store, was married Wed- nave healthy, laughing humanity, remain.
nesday evening a week ago at Colo- lag a blessing ever to you and us country
r
All UruiilMsU tell MtXhrr't Frirnd it lixw.
rado Springs to Miss Fannie Cittenhel-meWrite fur our fttt Book "Molhcrhoed"
parent
bride's
of
the
at the home
IM( IRAQFIELO
.
E0UIT0 CO., AlltaU.
affair.
The wedding was a brilliant

Clerks

Car-rollto-

STGRK
TIME

t.

s

W4

Real Estate,
Fire Insurance,
Loans

PIONEER BAKERY
SIMON bALLL.G, Proprietor.

Successor to lialling Bros.

right for clean-

Hard water
ing when you have

is all

Wedding

GOLD BUST

Cake : a : Specialty

We det.ii
pbtrocage, and we
a
baking.
rue ran tee
207 8. First street. A'buq jerque, N.

1

tln-cia-

It softens the hardest water

a cleaner, there is
nothing that can compare with
GOLD DUST; it does the work
instantly.

:

M

As

thoroughly and saves labor, time
and money.

ABSTRACTS OF TITLE TO BERNAI ILLO COUNTY REAL ESTATE AND MINING PROPERTY FURNISHED PROMPTLY. WILL
IN8URE YOUR PROPERTY IN BE8T COMPANIES AT LOWEST
RATES. HOUSES RENTED. RENTS COLLECTED. TAXES . AID
AND ENTIRE CHARGE TAKEN OF PROPERTY FOR RESIDENTS

MELINI & EAKIN
LIQUORS,

WHOLESALE

Wt handle everything

CIG..S
our Une

In

Olstlllers Agents
THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY Special distributors
laylor & Wlllla .
Boston,
Bt. Louis.
Cbicaeo,
New York.
Makers of FAIRY SOAP.

3,265 Men's and Boys' Fine Shirts
are too many for any store to, handle,
especially if they haven't the room for
'em. But remember go they must
and 30c for a fancy shirt Is just like
getting money from home. The Lion

Store.
Home made bread, cakes and pies
501 Keleher avenue.

at Mrs. Ackers,
Let us figure

on

AND

Dealers

(

VJ

i

J

MANAGER OP

Garcia & Co

E. G.

Albuquerque Abstract Company

In

Sheep, Wool, Hides, Pelts
Goat skins

Next Door to First National Bank
New Telephone 222.

WRITE FOR PRICES

jour plumbing.

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

company.

Hardware

LoulrTllle, Kentucky
First fit.. Albuquerque, N.

111 ft.

riOORE

M.

(ESTABLISHED 188S.)

West Railroad Avenue.

M.

m

Good Fresh Milk.

B. A.

You get IS quarts of good fresh mlllc
for $1.00 from Albers Bros', dairy. Try
us once.

STOVES CLEANED
and repaired, sained and set up by L.
H. Shoemaker, 205 Gold avenue.

SLEYSTER.

...Bachechi & Giomi...

ACCIDENT INSURANCE,
FIRE INSURANCE,
REAL ESTATE,
NOTARY PUBLIC.
ROOMS

CROMWELL-

12-1-

Automatic Telephone

Subscribe for The Dally Citizen.

-

WHOLESALE DEALERS

BLOCK.

T74.

ST. ELMO

THE

Wines, Liquors, Cigars and
I
Bar Supplies

SIMPLE AND CLDB ROOM.

WE CARRY THE LARGEST STOCK OF WINES, LIQUORS AND
CORDIALS OF ANY ESTABLISHMENT IN THE SOUTHWEST. OR.
DERS BY MAIL WILL RECEIVE PROMPT ATTENTION.
PRICES
GIVEN ON APPLICATION. GENERAL AGENT8 FOR LEMP'S ST.
LOUIS KEG AND BOTTLED BEER.

0

Finest
WhlskUs,
Brandies,
Wines, etc.

JOSEPH BAHNETT, Prop.
120 W. Railroad Ave, Albuquerque.

Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works
R.P.

HM

BACHECHI

Bmorletor

Iron and B ash Castings; Ore, Coai nud Lumber Cart; Bhaftlngs, Poller.
Grade jars. Bat tilt MotaJ; Oiunne and iron Fronts for Building;
Specialty.
o
Mill MacLluwry
kepttirs u Mm.- -.

imr otiinnin

.Txir)u

Jen-Wilso-

H Could Hardly Get Up.
P. H. Duffy of Ashley, 111., writes,

J.

CIGARS

Made only by

Startling, But True.
"If every one knew what a grand
medicine Dr. King's New Life Pills Is,"
writes D. H. Turner, Dempsytown, Pa.,
"you'd sell all you have In a day. Two
weeks' use hns made a nvw man of
me." Infallible for constipation, stomach and liver troubles. 25c at all drug
stores.

1902

1

COLO DLST twins do yoor work."

"Let fbe

Trinidad Girl True to Sweetheart, Who
Will Plead Self Defense In
Shooting.
Samuel T. Jacobs and Miss Amelia
Bundy were married in the parlor of
Sheriff Clark's apartments at the coun
ty Jail, Trinidad, Colo., Thursday. The
ceremony was performed by Rev. Hull.
pastor of the Methodist Episcopal
church South, and was witnesFed by
iclatlves and friends.
The bride is 19 years of age and the
surrounding this, the
circumstances
most Important event in her life, affected here visibly. Jacobs Is 25 years
of age and will have to face the charge
of murder at the next term of the dis
trict court. As a shift boss in the In- gallville coal mine, he shot and killed
a Mexican miner he claims In self
defense about two months ago.
the charge resting against him
Miss Mundy. his life lone sweetheart,
df elded 'to marry him on the day that
apopinted before the commission
of the alleged crime.

NOVEMBER

tbi nv

The Metropolitan
Corner ef First Street and
Railroad Avenue.

162

59.

J. W. Edwards
Progressive Mortician and Em
balmer.
Open day and night. Calls are
promptly attended to.

TRUSS.

fe:

.ll

mm

)

1 1 1

N. Second

THE ARCADE
'Irs, street.
n sou'h

to,

Proprieioru.

11 kinds
of Fresn Meats handled.
Banaage making a specialty

r

nc:- :-

l

COOL,
Easy to Wuar
No preouri sou
or li
xapv
I Ilcvcr mo vet.

r.eulnt
Severest
Hernia
willi Comfort

I

Mutual Telephone 143.

Railroad Avenue,

(Hip

Albuquerque

Belen Roller Mills
AND ELEVATOR

:

A Jo

FRANK

Wfc.. GOETTtNu

Albuquerque, New Mexico.

PRESCRIPTIONS

C

.i

I Also Bell Monuments
Office and parlor

SILVER

Gold Avenue.

GIOMI

- DTTnni- tjo.
lj rrjCj,

AMERICAN

.

New 'Phet.

Old 'Phone

West

207

First Street,

oooexoo

.fVTorntrrrr

The Union
Market

and la now
Has changed bar-dof the nicest resorts In the city. Best
nt liquors served at the bar. Lager
been o:: draught. Ttronage solicited.
LUKE WALSH,
Preprieto--

107 and 10S S.

&

i'c!CPRirrOR

1882

1902

Pratt &

F. G.

'

?

.

hn

-

"""

,

Co.

The best of liquors served to citrons of the bar.
Bole agents for casino and Oia brand
Sandwiches of all kinds served.
Canned Goods. Dealers la
Try Albers' Milk.
Nice large rooms, everything orao
Before paytng 10 cents a quart for new, upstairs for lodging purposes.
Staple and Fancy Groceries
milk, try ours; 16 quarts for $1.00.
214 South Second street
Albers Bu b'.
Hlllsboro Creumery Butter Best oi
oartn
212 W. Railroad Avenue.
Acorn base burners. The world's
Yx deiivory
Orders solicited.
standard. Whitney Comapny.
The finest line of Liquors and Cigars
o
Drlii In your tinware and have it All patrons and friends cordially luvir-eto visit "The Iceberg." Lunch It
repaired. AlbUti jerque Hardware com
served every day.
pany
STEVE BALLING,
Proprietor.
Have you seen that blue enameled
Bteel ware at the Albuquerque Hard
ware company's store. It is the most
beautiful and ornamental ware ever
II it lih I I I.
M.I.ISh
f ''. seen in Albuquerque.
lo t ...i .i.l
o

The ICEBERG

...

K-

Casa de Oro.
Rooms with board; electric lights
and gas; hot and cold water in each
Special rates to permanent
room.
boarders; no invalids; No. C13 West
Gold avenue.

-- .
Ml

,'

V

?

.

.

l(. lti-- l ...r

F. rl. Wolfe has opened up the studio
208 Railroad avenue, and would be
pleased to have you call and look at
hia work.

Irnttbtiuu

S3

lr,MiU ('UrtnB.

I'HlEvtMSCHtMimi Co.

o

fresh supply or the famous Rattle
Creek Health Foods just received at
the Woman's Exchange, 323 South Sec
ond street.
A

nr utn titiiuut
mil not attiiu

HIUCUUN
ifPiMilem,

gtot or

Kulti bj DruuiEltla.
or nt in pUin urnpptr,
1'7 w&preMM,
prepaid, ior
I 00.
r
i.rS
ut ou rjiiMt.

THOUSANDS SAVED BY

AH nome cooking at the Woman's
Exchange. 323 South Second street;
Dell 'phone A15.
o

501

Keleher avenue.

Have your House wen ventilated by
using a Peninsular base buraer.
Whitney Company.

h,

Cough. Every bottle guaranteed
NO CURE.

fclCEoOcandfl.

"

"

.....

When you want to buy Flour and Bran, c
Wheat, write to
JOHN BECKER, Proprietor.

A. D. JOHNSON

NO PAY.
TRIAL BOTTLES FREE.

F.'MPS,

WELL-MAKIN-

TANKS AND WINDMILLS,
METAL FENCING, HITCH
RINGS AND TREE GUARDS.
LEAD

For Consumption. Coughs, Colds
and til THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.
Tin, gaivanlzed iron and coppet
This
wonderful medicine positively
work. Albuquerque Hardware compa
cures Consumption, Conus, ColJs
ny.
Foncliitis, Asthma, Pneumonia,
Try our lemon and mince pies. Mrs.
Fever, Tlfurisy, LaGrippe.
Akers,

11

E

w

MEN AND WOMEN.
I'm Bur U fir unnutura!
flWhar:t,iiitl;i m mitt nn.

o

at

i

II. IW
,.,Hu

AVENUE, BETWEEN FIRST
AND SECOND STREETS.
Automatic Telephone 60S.
T.

A. SKINNER
Deiiet lc

Staple and
Fancy Groceries
80S

WEST

RAILROAD

.?UQUfcRaux,

AVtN.'E

:. m.

tjj

li
want to eel

BELEN, N. Ml

TT. PALMH: R.
J.
Hay, Grain, Staple and Fancy Groceries.
Mail Orders Receive Prompt Attention

Pure Light Brahma Eggs for Hatching
SOI

Albuqueraue N'w Mezlo

North Flr.t Street

Toti & Gradi
DIALERS

GROCERIES

AND

Telephone 147.

IN

Flour, Feed, Provisions, Hay
and O rain.
Imported French and Italian
Qooda.

1IO00RS.

Sole

atenU for Saa Antonio Lime.

Free delivery to all parte of the cltr.

ill m, tn North
.

Third

ttree

a
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fortune Telling

The subject
further consideration.
will be considered at another meeting

does not take Into consideration the one

Foley' Honey and Tar for coughs
and colds: reliable, tried and tested,
safe and sure. Alvarado Pharmacy.

on November

essential to woman's happiness womanly liealth. There Is tnanv a woman
hwhose future seeun absolutely unclouded
wno
niarKea oy ner own condition tor
future disappointment and distress.

ine

MORE

11.

ROCK

fjim

LINES.

ISLAND

and ulcer-

ation and cures

weakness. It
tnakes weak worn-fe- n
strong, sick
Pwomen well. .
I Sick women are invited to consult Dr.
rPierce by letter free. AH correspondence

Uield as strictly private and sacredly
.confidential. Address Dr. R. V. Pierce,

Buffalo, N. Y.
"1 have taken al hottlrxof Dr. Pierce's For- Ite Prescription, writes Mi&a M. Fyfe. of Orilla,
himcoe Co., Ontario, "and two bottles of the
$ Pleasant Pellets' as you advised for congestion
bf uterus, ovaries, ana weaknesa, and can safely
stay that your medicine has tieen the means of
restoring me to goon neaitn again, wntcn 1 naci
Mot had for over three venra until tnkinv vnnr
snedicine. I thank vou very much for vour kind
sand prompt attention to my letter asking advice."
" Favorite Prescription " has the testie
mony of thousands of women to its
cure of womanly diseases. Do not
com-rplet-

accept an unknown and unproved substitute in its place.
Dr. Pierce
Pleasant Pellets clear the
inplexion and sweeten the breath.
$10,000 A MONTH.

General Raise for It
Shop Men.
Chicago & Alton officials have notlfl
ed all shop employes of the system
that the request for a general advance
In wages had been granted and that
commencing November 1 the increase
would bo paid. The advance averages
two cents per hour for each employe
and will Increase the monthly pay roll
fully $10,000.
Officials say that the new scale is
higher than Is generally paid and they
believe that it will result in giving
them the highest grade mechanics In
the country.
Alton Grant

p

jp

I

I

o

Lemons to
Transporting
Eastern Markets.
An announcement bas Just been
r
made from the Santa re
whlrh will Bound 'good" to the fruit
krroweis. It 18 10 ine u 1 mai
the coming season tho company win
pounds in
haul lemons for tl per !
ar load lots, Instead of at the rate or
$1.25. as was the case last miusuu.
The reduction will go into effect Nov
ember 1. and continue until April 1
It is stated that the Southern
1903
I'acifi'' company has made a similar
rut in (be rales to tho eust.
in

nea-iquar-

rf blood puri
We eell tn greate
fiers. Acker s Blood rJllxer.un'ier a pos
itive truarantee. It will cure enron-llit.d other blood poisons. If you
have eruptions or sores on your wwy,
nr are pale, weuk or run down, it :s
juet what yon need. We refund money
if you are not satisfied. 50 cents ar.
11. J. H. O'Uleily & Co.. and 11. H.
Brlggs ic C o.
WILL WaTt AWHILC.

1

May

Adopted by Trunk Lines.

!'e

Celieral
line railroad has
.ee.i 'lol.l in New VorU to ceriBlder t!'e
e
idoition of an itil. ( lian. aide niilea-- ;.
iek. t s : tc::i lor trui.k line ten ito: .
ie,

tin--

'!'

;

f5 T2jUft
LyTsKv'
Vg-- ii

Qjf

eTT

T

JTi
1

pafi-.ense-

funk
i

appointed to devise
plan submitted its report. ,,,lt llK'
tuatur wes oiu i!ei ed of so great
that it was decided to post-lonfinal action on the matter espec-allin view of the fat tbat some of
the lines wish to give the matter

oooooooooaooooaoooa

simply doTei

Ipdrycatarihs

o

thry dry tij

t'aO teiretio::.
ir.c nibrAUO end decern-los-

o

e,

a
a

NONE eUT THE BEST

O

Inch adhere to the
causing ft f:r ncro r:ou.stroi;blo tlinn
.lie ordiaiiry for:n of catarrh. Av id all drying inhalant, fumes, r.cokcs and unB
nd use th.it nhich clcai.ws, sootlics
Elj-'herds
Cream Halt; is such a remedy
and will curs catarrh or cold in tie head
A tr.nl size will be
easily and pleasantly.
mailed for 10 cents. A'l druggists sell the
o0e. size. F.ly Brother. GO Warren St , N.Y.
Tbs Balm euros without pain, docs not
irritate or cause sneezing. It spreads itself
over an irritated and angry surface, relieving immediately the painful inflammation.
With F.ly' Cream Balm yoa are armed
Avast Kaaal Catarrh and Bay Fever.

oooooaoaoooooouoDa

ar-.-
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had placed three or four shells In the
gun, then decided to clean it and took
ns he thought all the shells out again.
Three loaded shells were found on the
porch where he was cleaning the gun
and one empty shell, which caused hir
death remained In t'.ie gun. Hearln?
the report, Mrs., Miller, her daughter
and son rushed to the door and found
him lying on the ground with his feet
up on the porch, with blood pouring
from the wound.
Mrs. Miller, one daughter and two
sons living h?re and two sisters of Mr.
Miller, reold'nir In the east, survive
him. He had been a resident of Triniyears and held
dad for twenty-threvarious positions of public trust.

laundry work rill satisfy yet or u.
We Cor't like to see a Elng! ; article
go c.'t cf thl3 place unless
It has
had tho tnest caie!v.l attention as to
washing, starching (where starching
a requisite) and ironing.
Our aim
Is to make every patron a satisfied
customer.
We'd like to put you on
our Ion? l!ct.
1

Imperial Laundry

.

e

Back of Postoffice.
DEVOE'S

To the Public.

a passenger for Trinidad Thursday
night. The particulars of the sad accident are as follows:
Joseph R. Miller, postmaster at Trln- was shot and instantly killed
,iad.
f
shortly after 7 o'clock Thursday
'
ing Dy the accidental discharge of a
r(jei which he was cleaning prepara-Bolls- ,
ory to starting on a hunting trip. Tho
J bullet entered
the stomach and ranged
0
;
some vital spot, causstriking
upward,
Gents' suits cleaned and pressed $1
cau8e f hJ
up. S. Knopf, 107 North First street.
wl pr0Da.
u a mygtery
it.Tho
I bly remain so as none witnessed
Excellent Dinner.
The Columbus hotel, 204 South Sec- most plausible explanation of the afond street, upstairs, has an established fair is that Miller failed to entirely
reputation for first class dinners, fam- empty the magazine, one shell remaining in the gun.
ily style.
Mrs. G. E. Hopkins,
Mrs. Miller states that her husband

Luck In Thirteen.
By sending 13 miles Wm. Sp!rey, of
Walton Furnace. Vt., got a box of
Bucklen's Arnica Salve, that wholly
cured a horrible Fever Sore on his leg.
else could. Positively cures
Bruises, Felons, Ulcers, Eruptions,
Burns, Corns and Piles. Only
25c. Guaranteed by all druggists.

morn--Nothin- g

-

We have added a plumbing depart
ment and tin shop to our business
When you have anything In this line
to be done see us about It before plac
lng your order. Albuquerque Hardware company.

READY

- MIXED

PAINT

Gallon covers 300 Square
TWO COATS

Feet

rhe
1

1

e

y
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See the Prices

See the Good.

Carpenter' and machinists' tool of

Single buggy harness $5.00 to 20.rn.
Double buggy harness, $15.00 to t?
Mounted, harness,
X C and Brat
$15.50 to $23.00.
8TOVEWORK.
Team harness, $7.50 to $35.00.
Go to E. J. Post & Co. to have your
Saddle, $7.00 to $40.00.
stove work done and get a good Job by
Boys' saddles, $3.50 to $7.50.
competent mechanics.
Leather, Lap Robe, Whip, Horte
o
Fine and refreshing free lunch at Blanket, etc., etc.
Zc'.ger's Cafe tonight.
kinds.
company.
11

Albuquerqne

Hardware

Free hot lunch at The Cabinet

'

'

Tlios-

-

F. KclAber
Albuquerque

406 Railroad Ave
i

FREIGHT RATES.

l

lrylti

Superintendent J. F. McNally, of the
the city.
Santa Fe Pacific Watch Inspector T.
Y. Maynard has made some neat and
pleasing arrangements in his Jewelry
store on Second street.
Ed O'Rourke, who has been braking
on the Lordsburg division of the South
ern Pacific for a couple of years or so,
has resigned, and gone to Cuba, where
he has a position as conductor, on one
of the railroads of that beautiful Island.
O. L. Merrill, formerly assistant su
perintendent of the territorial penitentiary at Santa Fe, came up from
the south last night and is spending
the day in the'eity. Mr. Merrill is now
connected with tho purchasing depart
ment of the Santa Fe Central.
The Santa Fe is having designs
made for some box cars. The main
feature of these cars will be the steel
underframing. They are to be similar
to the two that were designed by Su
perlntcndent of Motive Power Mender
con, built at Topeka last January.
The men working In the quarry at
Dwlght, Kan., which is controlled by
the Rock Island, struck for higher
wages on last Tuesday. A settlement
was quickly made, whereby they will
receive $1X5 per day Instead of $1.25
All the men returned to work Wednes
day morning.

r"

.
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NOTES.
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Your cold will not become bronchitis,
nor consumption 11 uu mane iiiunj
use of Allen's Lung Balsam. Take It
frequently until the cough and the
Htopned-ureeling
in me vum
...
,
...111
..!
".
Bone, t ontains no opium uuu
Ilstuib digestion.

igents of the

1902'

Allow me to say a few words in praise
of Chamberlain' Cough Remedy. I can One
Anxious Moment.
Some cf the mot anxious hours of a recommend It with the utmost confidmother's lift are those when the little ence. It has done good work for me
ones of the household have the croup, and will do the same for others. I had
lbpre is no other medicine so effective a very severe cough and cold and fearIn this terrible malady as Foley's ed I would get pneumonia, but after
Honey and Tar. It Is a household fav- taking the second dose of this mediorite for throat and lung troubles, and cine I felt better, three bottles of It
as it contains no opiates or other cured my cold and the pains in my
poisons It can he safely given. Alvara- chest disappeared entirely. I am most
fer with trunk line officials on the anti-pas- s man company, and are In active ser do Pharmacy.
respectfully yours for health, Ralph S.
question, as follows: Darius Mil- vice.
o
St., WheelMeyjers, 64 Thirty-feventThursday night second section of
ler, vice president of the Durllngton;
SHOT HIMSELF.
ing, W. Va. For sale by all druggists.
J. T. Harahan, of the Illinois Central, No. 1 contained twelve tourist sleeper
Alber' Bros. Dairy.
and A. C. Bird, vice president of the and one day coach. Practically the The Particulars of the Death of TriniBelievo in no one but yourself and
dad' Postmaster.
St. Paul, J. V. Mahoney, of Chicago, whole train was loaded down with men
was
C. L. Doran, the postoffice Inspector try Albers Bros'., 16 quarts for $1.00.
chairman of the meet and women on their way to California
ing, and the committee will meet agnln and the west, there to make their who received word while here of tho
Plumbing.
In St. I.ouls on December 2.
death of the Trinidad postmaster, was
home.

Wind

Mi'fae

face

fVrVyC

Gained Ten Pounds.

win-er-

nterchr.rc"V'e

$miin
OlltrOUble.

"Kvery Hummer I have had to take tonics
but now I use ' Force.' I take four table- spoonful every morning and 1 am now en- joyimr excellent health It has built me up
have gained about tern pounds.
Mn.) Kate W. Dow."

hat blows nobody good Is bent on er- -.
ands of mischief In the fall and
It produces that most dangerous
if common complaints, a lad cola.

Cut

puts

Sweet, crisp flakes of wheat and malt.

Dickinson Says He ha No Dicker in
Orient Contracts.
General Manager Dickinson of the
Union Pacific has gone to St. Louis to
attend the annual pass meeting. When
he returns to Omaha he will quickly
close up his affairs and go to Kansas
City Sunday to assume the duties of
his new offlice. Mr. Dickinson denies
that his contract with the Orient gives
him any financial interest in its construction .contracts.
"I am convinced, he saia "mat. mis
road will be a success. Between 800
and 900 miles of road are ready for the
rails, and the work of laying them will
bo pushed vigorously."
III

ore

Th.RdH.Cere.U

NO FINANCIAL INTEREST.

The

His rasor (lipped and cut hi face.
breakfast made it change in him;
more, per " Force," he' " Sunny

W. A. Herren of Finch, Ark., wrlteB,
Physicians Prescribe It
"I wish to report that Foley's Kidney
Many broad minded physicians preCure has cured a terrible case of kidney and bladder trouble that two doc- scribe Foley's Honey and Tar, as they
tors had given up." Alvarado Pharmacy. have never found so safe and reliable
a remedy for throat and lung troubles
as this great medicine. Alvarado
CONFER WITH TRUNK LINES.
Pharmacy.
Western Roads May Try to Break
o
Anti-Pas- s
Agreement.
RUSH OF TRAVEL.
At a meeting of the executive officers of tho western and southwestern Santa Fe Divides Trains Into Several
Section.
railways, held in St. Louts, In response
Tho Santa Fe Is running two secto the call issued by James V. Mahoney, chairman of the western trunk tions and sometimes three of passenlines committee, the old agreement as ger trains Nos. 1 and 7, and will conto the issuance of passes to officials tinue to do so for the rest of the
and employes of the lines Interested month. The rush of tourist traffic is
was practically reaffirmed. A com- in full blast. Forty extra tourist sleepmittee of three was appointed to con- - ers have been secured from the Pull- -

A Hurry-uMedicine.
, Every housekeeper recognizes the
need of effective remedies to be used
in emergencies, when something must
be done right away. Such a remedy Is
Perry Davis' Painkiller, for sprains and
rulses, for strained muscles and for
he aches and pains resulting from
lows and falls. Its mission of mercy
began sixty years ago. It Is used in all
countries. There Is but one Painkiller
Perry Davis'.

,

Dump one morning had the dump.
world seemed full of nseles chumps.
Hi clothes and thing were not in

-

J4eaken women.
Rhea It inflamma- -

1,

Rio Grande division. Is In

Will Be One of the Greatest Railroad
Properties in the Country.
Important additional extensions are
announuced as now under consideration, and when they are completed the
Rock Island system will be one of the
great railway properties of the United
States. Several Important links have
already been decided upon.- The Mex
ican Central is to be extended to Aca- pulco on the Pacific coast, and this Is
expected to form a very important outlet for the Rock Island, whrc-- is'to he
a close connection of the Mexican Central.
The new Rock Island securities will
be listed during the first week In No
vember. Application will be made in
a few days, and as the objections have
now been raised, It is believed it will
be favorably acted upon. There Is one
Important question that has been de
cided upon, and announcement of this
is expected soo nafter the stock Is
listed. The preferred stock is to
put on a dividend l esis at once at the
full rate of 4 per cent. It Is entirely
probable a dividend will lie declared
on the ne7 stork before the end of the
year. The preferred is entitled to 4
per cent up to 1909, when It 13 to be ad'
vanced to E per cent yearly. The bonds
of course, draw Interest from the time
they are Issued.
As to the common stock, the present
prospect is that It will also go on a
dividend basis before the end of next
year. There is no intention of declaring a dividend on the junior clock in
the immediate future. Earnings are
said to be sufficient, however, to warrant the prediction, which is made by
an official of the company, that before
the end of 1903 the common stock will
be paying not less than 3 per cent and
perhaps 4 per cent in dividends.

neglects her health
is neglecting the
rery foundation of
all good fortune.
For without health
love loses its lustre
and gold is but
dross.
i Womanly health
tnay be retained or
regained by the
use of Dr. Pierce's
Favorite Prescription. It establishes
regularity, dries
the drains which

Uion

RAILROAD

--- o

woman who
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r
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Local Happenings)
i

Hair Vigor

United States Marshal Foraker re
Postofflce Inspector A. P. Smlthets
has returned from an official trip to turned from the south this morning.
Don J. Rankin, United States gauger,
Socorro.
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Jack left this has returned from, an official trip to Your gray hair shows you
morning for a month's visit with rela Santa Fe.
J. A. Givln, for sometime connected
tives at Leavenworth, Kan.
Thomas S. Parker, of Silver City, with the Rocky Mountain News, Den- you like to look old! Have
passed through the city last night en ver, is In the city. .
O. Vargas, representing Hall ft Lear- route home from a business trip to
nard, music dealers, returned last night young. Ay
Santa Fe.
Vigor
The funeral of Dr. Bartlett Gilbert from a short business trip to Belen.
Tonight, at the Orchestrion hall, In always
will take place Sunday afternoon at 2
color to
o'clock from the residence on North old town, one of those delightful Berry- and stops falling
Devlne concerts and dances will be gray
Sixth street.
H. W. Taylor, better known as "Bis- given.
hair. Sold for 60 years.
Mrs. J. W. Prestel was called to Fort
cuit Bill," representing the National
1. C. At Co., Leir.ll, IXu.
WE BEQ LEAVE TO ANNOUNCE
Biscuit company, Is In, the city to Worth, Texas, last night by the sad
news of the death of her sister, Miss
spend Sunday.
THAT WE HAVE ADDED TO OUR
The young people-- of the Lutheran
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Burton, after a Jennie Tabor.
church met a few nights ago and orSTOCK OF SHOES AN
pleasant visit with Mr. and Mrs. D. A.
The repairs and renovation of the ganized a society to be known as the
LINE OF MEN'S, WOMEN'S AND
Macpherson, left last night for their Baptist house of worship have pro heligious. Literary and bocial society
,
CHILDREN'S HOSIERY. WE HAN
gressed so far as to enable holding the of the Lutheran church.
home in San Francisco.
They will
DLE
THE "BLACK CAT" AND
Charles Lewis left this morning for regular services tomorrow.
meet at the church on North Third
Kansas City, Mo., where he Is called
The Raton Gazette says: Mrs. Simon street Sunday evening1 for the first time
AND OUR
"IRONCLAD" BRANDS
;
by the serious illness of a brother. He Cohn and children returned Sunday in regular session, when officers will
GUARRULE
"SATISFACTION
OF
.
expects to be absent from the city from Albuquerque, where they had be elected. Social meetings will be
ANTEED OR MONEY REFUNDED"
been visiting the past three weeks held on each Wednesday evening.
about two weeks.
. WILL APPLY TO OUR HOSIERY,
"In and Around the Grand Canyon" with Mrs. Cohn's sister.
John Wharton James, the author of
AS WELL AS TO OUR 8HOE DE-.- and "Indian Baskets," whose home is
'
See the electric light display by Miss
At a Great Expense.
In Pasadena, Cal., passed through the
PARTMENT. WE RESPECTFULLY
' The ladies having charge of the pro
Summers in the- Merchants' carnival
r '
city
morning
en
Chicago
to
route
this
INyiTE YOU TO CALL AND EXAM
.
.
gram for the Business Men's carnival Monday and Tuesday nights. Tickets
and other eastern cities.
INE OUR ASSORTMENT AND WE
E. B. Appleton, of St. Louis, and F. at a great expense have secured the now on sale at Matson's, 25c, 35c and
WILL ALWAYS DO OUR BEST TO
C. Blackwelder returned last night services of a colored quartet. This Is 50c.
from a short business trip to Belen and the quartet's first appearance In Albu
DESERVE YOUR PATRONAGE.
GentlemenI let us wae your meas
" L
Los Lunas.
They left this morning querque and it alone is worth the price ure now for a new
suit Our tailoring
for a two weeks' sojourn at Camp of admission.
Tailoring Agency.
pleases.
Nettleton
.
, Man's Socks, cotton
10c to 30e
Should there be any acquaintances
Whltcomb.
o
quartet
of
members
colored
the
of
the
The
funeral
of
Mrs.
J. E. Bronson
All the newest and latest styles In
25c to 40e
Men's Socks, wool
place at 10 o'clock this morning In the audience, they are requested not pictures at 208 Railroad avenue.
took
' ladles' Stockings, cotton
122c to 50c
from the residence on South Arno to mention the fact until after the
Try The Citizen- want columns.
street. There was a large attendance show. Prices 25c, 35c and 50c.
40c to 50c
"Ladies' Stockings, wool
and the body was laid to rest at Fair
GENTLEMENI
15c to 30o
Children's Stockings, cotton
Water Consumers.
view cemetery.
Call and examine our new fall sam'
Water tax is due, payable between
Senator V. H. Andrews, president.
$1.50 to $4.00
Men's Shoes ...
ples 2300 patterns to select front.
and W. S. Hopewell, general manager 1st and 5th of month, at office of under
Our tailoring Is unexcelled. The
$1.50 to $330
"Ladies' Shoes
signed.
of the Albuquerque Eastern and Santa
style, price and quality, compels
CO.
SUPPLY
.WATER
85c to $2.25
,
Fe Central railways, came In from the
Children's Shoes
you to be our customer. ,
'
v
north last night, and continued south
Nettleton Tailoring Agency, 215 8.
Millinery at Cost.
to Sierra county.
8econd 8treet.
I
large
sea
a
too
have
for
stock
this
Hon. Cnanes F. Easley came up
year.
son
beginning
of
Therefore,
the
from the south last evening, spent the
night in the city and left this morning November 1, I will sell everything, in
X
A
X
POINTER
0. W. STRONG & SONS,
bis home at Santa Fe. Mr. Easley eluding trimmed and untrimmed goods
0Q0E0Cf000000ttOO)2CtO for
says that politics are little mixed in at cost.
Excellent opportunity for purchaa
for the young housekeeper, or those banta Fe county.
ing ostrich plumes and beaver hats. A
An
In
night
alarm
was
sent
last
who are not posted on high grade md
few beautiful patterns Jett which will
reliable foods, will probably be of ser- - alout 10 o'clock from box 52, the Santa be Included In this sale.
'
vice. There are foods and foods pure Fe shop but It was only a false alarm,
M. C. FLEMING,
foods and adulterated foods. One is the work of some Hallowe'en jokers
216 South Second street.
healthful, the other deleterrlous of The city Are department were not
20 Years' Experience In tMaCKy
Mr.. Gardeli;. formerly of the Model
course those who know the value of called to respond, but were all hitched
to go IX necessary. It would bakery; is In. charge of the baking de
health prefer that which Is reliable "P
North Second St.
pure, and you can find nothing be a wise move on the part of tne fire partment of the New England bakery.
and
... ii.il ,
BOTH PHOHE&.
department officials to instruct the en This Is a guarantee of the quality of
else when you buy at
glneer of the mocking bird whistle to the goods turned' out under the new
pay more attention, in the future, to management.
Orders for cakes, pies
correctly whistle the Are alarm boxes and bread' solicited. The wagon will
MONEY 10 LOAN
OPVRIQHT
Noa. 118 and 120 South Second 8t
call.
'
G
O
'
Fainted and Fell.
On diamond!, watches or aay good
As the crowds of tourists were leav
Cleanliness and parity, health and security.
Great bargains In watches
IT.
ing the crowded cars on No. 1 last happiness; if. you eat Delaney's can of every description.
.
dies..
night
aged
a
of
an
for breath
fresh air,
A. H. imNOW,
203 Railroad avenue.
10$ Sonta taeond street, tew doors
lady fainted and fell from the steps as
response to a aumber of requests
In
ntnottsav '
north
she reached the air. She was carried
Naylor will
into the depot and later taken to the Miss Hetmbeek and Miss
dancing
Majestic lodging house. Dr. Elder was have a physlcarcurture and
from
Saturdays
en
for
class
children
called and proper medical attention
was given her. The lady was on her I to 5 In their stutHo.
way from Kansas to California, ac
NOTICE.
BEST LINM OP MEN'S, WOMEN'S companled by a small boy. She bad
Notice is hereby given that the partAND CHILDREN'S $HOE8 IN TOWN. been traveling on the crowded excur nershlp heretofore existing under the
sion train for three days and the ex name and style
L. Kempenich, be
COME IN AND WE WILL PIT YOUR cttement and weariness of traveling
tween L. Kempenich and B. F I ken- FEET. 8UIT YOUR TASTE AND YET was too much for her. She bad not rich, at. Alameda Bernalillo county,
been able to eat or sleep for a couple New Mexico, haai this day been dls
GO EASY ON YOUR PURSE.
of days and connected with the worry solved by mutual ceneent.
Ing lest the boy would not be able to
L. KEMPENICH.
particular attention to fit every foot make connections she was simply
B FALKENRICH.
CITY NEWS,
October 31, 1W0T.
la Demlcg yon can boy lets for $100 correctly. Give us a trial. C. May's worn out.morning
she appeared very
This
will pay you 100 per cent It teas Popular Priced Shoe Store, 208 West
much better and will resume the trip
than twelve months.
Railroad avenue.
o
tonight.
in Detains another good hotel la
..
.' seeded. Xa accommodate the enormous
Notice.
Increase of population.
The Rico Cats serves the beat meals
Divorces Granted.
Look Into Kleinwort's market on tn the city at 15 and 25 cents. Short
In tha .llRtrlrt ronrt this mornlne
North Third street. He has the nicest oraera. o cents up,
isona
The Pioneer Osteopath c? New. Mexico
Virginia Heywood was granted a di
frea! meats in the city.
street.
Cures by the
vorce from her husband, Richard Hey
ork we are
In Mexican drawn
wood on the grounds of desertion and
showing a big assortment. Albert
MONEY TO LOAN.
Paber. 305 Railroad avenue.
On diamonds, watcnee, etc., or any cruelty.
!
We carry the largest variety of
good security; also househoM goods
Etta Graves was granted a dlvorm
All Diseases Which are Known aa
and oil cloths In this city. stored with me; strictly confidential. from Frank E. Graves on the grounds
'
curable.
Albert Faber. 305 Railroad avenue.
Highest cash price paid for household of desertion and cruelty.
was
She
Send for Osteopathic literature.
Deming! Have you been there? If roods. Automatic phone lzu.
given the control and custody of the
mot. rou should get there for the big
Consultation Free.
T. A. WHITTEN. 114 Gold avenue minor child.
ale of lots on the 17U of this month.
21-2- 3
Office:
MONUMENTS.
In order to make your feet comforts
W. V. Wolvln, D. Ti. S.. Dental Sur
All kinds of stone and mable work. geon
ble you must be just as particular to
Santa Fe Pacific Railroad, Grant
and yard cor
; get
the right size of stockings as to get Prices moderate. andShop
avenue- - block. Bott. 'phones.
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nor
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proper
In
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shoes.
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fit
H. Q. MAUtUNU,
Don't fall to see the lady blacksmith,
to our shoe department an
barber, porter, butcher, dentist, etc.,
Subscribe for the Daily Citizen.
line of reliable hosiery and shall pay
in the Merchants' carnival Monday and
DRY
You will get your
nights.
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Jo money's worth. Tickets 25c, 35c and
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Cold, dreary Winter, with its
II stinging,, biting windy days
.Is
near. It's cold enou'h even now
10 be wearinU an evercoat. Surely it's time you were buying one.
We are showing the latest creations. The long, loose, comfortable affairs with broad, grace-

JK

K

fully rounding shoulders. Then
again the medium and short
lengthe-bo-x
coats with square
shoulders very popular for mild

v

weather.

TO
101 By
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Copyright
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Kurt. p

GIBSON
THE
KJr.eP. OVERCOAT

Fabrics are various. Many
fancy Overcoatings, but most of
them In the rich blacks and dark
shades of grey. . N use to go
Into further details, suffice to
say, any Overcoat we have any
man may wear and know that
he is correctly, stylishly attired.

Price' range from the popular $10,
$45 coat up to $25.

$150 and
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...SIMON STERN...
The Railroad Avenue Clothier

E. J. POST

& CO.

C. F. MYERS and WMv MclNTOSH, Proprietors.

HARDWARE.
American Jewel Base Burners, Radiant Home
Cole's Hot Blast Heaters, Soft Coal
and Wood Heaters, Quick Meal Steel
Ranges, Banquet Steel Ranges
.....and Cook Stoves.

Base-Burners- ,
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Undertakers
and
Etnbalmers
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REPAIRS
FURNISHED
FOR ALL
MAKES OF
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'cleane'd!
blackened
8ET UP.

AND

EMPLOY
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COMPETENT
MECHAMICa

..PLAIN RINGS..
ANY
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STYLE,

friAPE

STYLE, SHAPE
'

OR SJZE

OR SIZE

Science of Osteopathy

VJT'

.MADE TO ORDER.

Whiting Block

RULE

--

GOODS

Used Exclusivity
I

pifiiinniv

Will

Dnteliess Trousers
You may buy a pair of DUTCHESS WOOL fi
TROUSERS and wear them two months. For
every suspender DULwrauiat cornea un wo wm
pay you TEN CENTS.
'
If they rip in the waistband we will pay you
FIFTY- CENTSIf they rip in the seat or else- f?
?ii pay you jMEJUji-u-tnxttti Tr"T t a t
gAVv
wnere we wm
you a new pair.
;

L

$3.00
E.

WASHBURN

FOR EVERYTHING IN.

mas.
At Orchestrion hall a social dance
given tonight by Mrs. Rose Berry.
Mrs. Rose Berry's Saturday
dance at Orchestrion hall.

night

The Nails Go to Church.
The juniors of the Lead Avenue
Methodist EpUcopal church will bold a
unique service tomorrow at 3 p. in.
They have distributed 500 invitations
to the nails, tacks and crowbars In
town to each bring a boy or girl to a
big nail rally. Nail songs and a nail
talk by the pastor will make up a nail
program. All the boys or girls who
can bring nails, rusty or new, are Invit
ed.

A
fit

Made

-vines

la the

1

ts Older Same Day
as Received

JEWELERS AND DRUQQIST3

:

NEAR POSTOF1 ICE

Dry Goods, Clothing, Shoes, Furnishing Goods

You will regret it If you miss the
carnival Monday and Tuesday nights.
Get your seats reserved early at Mat- son's.
Mrs. Berry has In training about fif
ty children who will participate in a
play which will be given about Christ-

TIFFANY

8.VANN&SON

50c.

Don't foregt the Merchants' carnival
Monday and Tuesday nights at Co- A
IoiiiIkj hall. Over 100 performers.
fine program. Tickets 25c, 35c and 50c.

THE CELEBRATED

Men, Women and Children
r..

Our Fall and Winter Goods...

Albuquerque Hardware Company

Builders' and General Hardware

are now open for your inspection. Largest Mock ot
Merchandise ever brought to Albuquerque. "

Cutlery, Guns and Ammunition.
HERDERS

GOLDEN RULE
Dry ? Goods Company
THE BIQ IISTO&E .WITH LITTLE

PRICES

' fllNERS
t!4

.
f

TUMTC
1 LLl 1 O

WALL
WEDOEj

AND WAGON COVERS.
AGENT8 FOR SAVAGE RIFLE S AND CARBINES,
120 WE ST GOLD AVENUE,
i
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